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The legacy of Frederick Douglas

On Campus

By 1 uductso Tcbape

Coffee In the Courtyard
When: 8:45 am- 10:00 am
Where: Student Courtyard
Bonus: Polynesian dancers
Career Workshop
When: 11:00 am- 12:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Job Search Skills

Father Of The Civil Rights Movement
As the conclusion of Black
History Month has come, the
iPulse will give its final special
look into the life of an African
American hero who shaped the
history of the United States.

GottaHave

'Fashion Files

Grea Gadgets

The Look For Less

By Brett Samuds

By Jade Bcrez

Today 's gadget is one that
every Florida driver has been
waiting for.
Anyone who has ever wanted
to let anyone else on the road
know what they are thinking
needs to check out the new
electronic scrolling LCD license plate frame.

Baseball Game
When: II :00 am
Where: Baseball field
Who: Concordia
Safe Spring Break Carnival
When: II :30 am - I :30 pm
Where: Area between Green
Center and Student Center
What: Games, music, prizes
Bonus: $1 SB Basket mflle

He was one of the foremost
leaders of the abolitionist
movement as he fought to end
slavery and fought for women's rights. He was an omtor,
an author, a journalist, a publisher and a social reformer.

Internship Orientation
When: 12:00 pm - I :00 pm
Where: DeHoemle Lecture
Hall, Green Center
What: Mandatory for all stduents seeking an internship

Douglas spoke at meetings and
conferences for anti-slavery;
and wrote and published three
autobiogmphies. In 1846, he
published a weekJy newspaper
called the "Frederick Douglas
Paper'' and later owned and edited the weekly "New National
Em" paper in Washington D.C.

Yoga
When: 12:15 pm- I:I5 pm
Where: Aerobics room, 3rd
floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Men's Tennis
When: 2:00pm
Where: Tennis courts
Who: Northwood (Mich.)
Corporate Lecture Series
When: 6:00pm
Where: DeHoernle Lecture
Hall, Green Center
Who: Washington Mutual Bank
What: Information about
company, job opportunities,
and success tips

Top'funes
New Releases
"Live Trucker" (Live)
-Kid Rock

"Precious Memories"
-Alan Jackson
"In My Own Words"
-Ne-Yo
"If Only You Were Lonely"
-Hawthorne Heights
" Hammersmith Odeon"
-Bruce Springsteen
"Chaotic Resolve"
-Plumb
"My Flame Burns Blue"
-Elvis Costello
"Straight To Hell"
-Hank Williams III

As a free man, Douglas devoted his life to trying to end slavery. Douglas stated, "I am not
only an American Slave, but a
man as such, and am bound to
use my powers for the whole
human brotherhood."

Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey was born in
1817-1818 (date unknown)
into slavery on a plantation in
Maryland. He spent his early
years working on the field and
being taught how to read and
write by a "kind and tenderhearted mistress."

As Douglas grew older, he was
exposed to the degradations of
slavery, witnessing first-hand
the brutal whippings, and
spending much time cold and
hungry.

Douglas served was an advisor and personal friend of
President Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln referred to Douglas as
"the most meritorious man of
the nineteenth century."
The achievements of Frederick Douglas are vast: his life
was a testament of the bravery
and diligence that continues to
serve as an inspiration to those
who struggle in the cause of
liberty and justice.

The Sidekick is this generation's hot new gadget. It has a
Built-in VGA flash camera, a
world phone, a speakerphone, a
great keyboard, and convenient
e-mail and 1M functionality.

While this gadget definitely sits
on the fence between ''pimpy"
and tacky, it certainly has the
potential to be a lot of fun.
Users are able
to program up
to five different messages
into the electronic frame.
With the included remote control, any one of the five roessages can be selected at anytime to scroll across the screen
underneath the license plate.

There are many phrases that
can be thought of for those infamous rides down I-95, but try
to keep it PO, kids. Children
can see the messages, too.

In addition to its functions,
the Sidekick also plays a big
role in what's hot right now in
fashion accessories.
Celebrities
such as Paris
Hilton have LJ - - r.•
no
problem
spending between $2000
and $9000 to
accessorize
their cell phones or Sidekicks.
For those who love the look,
but can't afford to drop that
kind of dough, cheap stones
are available to stick on cell
phones, iPods, and Sidekicks.

Swarovski Sidekick, $2000-$9000

The "Biing It
On" crystal set
package from
Claire's
accessories lets

CJ

The
plate
frame uses super-bright red
LEOs to ensure that the mes-

It was then that Douglas vowed
to himself that he would die a
free man. In 1838, Douglas escaped to New York. To avoid
recapture, he changed his name
from Bailey to Douglas.

users renovate

, and decorate
that Sidekick

~t~~~~ without wor"

rying

about

"Bting It an; $20 the price.

The directions are simple: Just
peel and stick these multi-colored stones to the cell phone or
Sidekick. It's so simple, there
isn't even any glue involved.
suffered in slavery, I can say
I, too have suffered. To those
who have battled for liberty,
brotherhood and citizenship I
can say I, too have battled."•

and in silver for $69.95 at
ajprindle.com. •

The "Biing It On" crystal set
can be purchased locally at
Claire's Accessories in the
Boca Town Center Mall. •
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lntemship Orientation

Player Of1be Week

Mercyhurst Hurting

Mandatory Sessions

Men's Bosebal Gets 96 w.,

Split SoftbaD Scores
Ladies Finish Wllh 1-8, 1.0

Knights Take Eighth

Dennis Riegraf Honored
B) S<1ra l,)untrock)

By Chad Beattie

B) Je"1ca \\ nght

H) Ch.1d Beattie

The women's softball team
hope to snap their losing
streak and grab two more wins
against Saint Thomas to put
them back on track.

The women's golf team
dropped two sports to finish eighth out of 14 teams at
the Lady Moe Classic despite
shooting their round in the
three-day tournament.

There is a mandatory internship
orientation session today.
Internship orientation sessions
are mandatory for all students
taking internships in the summer or fall semesters of 2006.
The internship orientation sessions will take place:
Wednesday, March I at noon.
Wednesday, April 5 at noon.
Both sessions will take place
in the de Hoemle Lecture Hall
in the Green Center.

Students are only required to
attend one session.
At the session, students will
learn everything they need
to know for a successful
internship.

Dennis Riegraf
was named the
SSC Men's Tenllis Player of the
Week after guiding the men's
tennis team to victories over
two nationally ranked teams.
"Dennis is obviously improving each match and this award
is very well deserved," head
coach Mike Perez said.
At the No. 3 singles spot, Riegraf took down FGCU before
pushing past Rollins. He also
teamed with freshman Julien
Carzusaa, notching two wins
at No. 3 doubles.
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The Knights three hitten went
a combined 5-for-14 with four
nms scored and six RBI and
Rocco Bergin pitched three innings for his tint career win.

Reigraf is now a perfect 6-0
this season at both singles and
doubles to lead the Knights.
"I am very surprised to get this
honor because there are a couple
other guys on my team that are
well deserving of player of the
week honors," Riegraf said •

Nicholas Boisvert followed
with a double to right field,
and freshman Jason Ten Eyck
cleared the bases with a triple
to the left center gap.
He trotted to home plate to give

Students who are taking
internships need to mark these
two dates on their calendan. •

the men a 4-3 lead after Jimmy
Bacon singled to right field

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

LU closed the door on any
comeback with two nms in the
bottom of the sixth. George
Brandner, and Mann helped extend the Knights lead to 7-5.

(j)

Boisvert walked with the bases
loaded to give LU a 3 run lead.
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The Blue and
White faced
Saint Thomas earlier in
the
season
sweeping the
Bobcats 6-1,
6-1 at Bobcat
Stadium.
The Knights offensive presence could be felt in the series
with the Bobcats.
Rachel Foster, pitcher and outfielder for the Knights in game
one went 2-for-3 from the
plate, hitting a double and a
homenm, while grabbing four
RBI and scored two nms.
While in game two shortstop
Ashley Byrd went 3-for-3
from the plate, hitting a homerun and grabbing four RBI.

Tommy Tickenoff drove in the
final run of the afternoon with
a sacrifice fly to right field, allowing Bobby
Scott to score.

The Knights will look for
these two players to continue
their offensive and defensive
contributions to the team.

The
Knights
return to action
today at II :00
at home to play
Concordia.•

The Knights begin their conference action Friday and Saturday at home as they take on
Florida Southern, game times
are set to begin at I :00 pm. •

Brandt saved her best round
for last, firing a 76 to move ·
into a tie for 19th individually.
Whitehouse also shot a final round 76, to finish with a
three-day total of 229 and tie
for II th.
Ashley Nelson and Ali Beuckman both shot an 81 while
Megan Mangone shot an 82,
respectively.
Knights improved five strokes
from the previous
two days to shoot
315 as a team.
Overall
Lynn
(955) still finished
52-strokes behind
the Classic winner,
L---...1 Rollins College.
Lynn returns to action Sunday
in the Peggy Kirk Bell Classic
at Rollins College.
Team Results:
8 Lynn (320-320-315/955)
Individual Results:
12, Elisabeth Whitehouse
T 19, Elise Brandt
T 41, Ashley Nelson
T 51, Alexandra Beuckman
T 53, Megan Mangone•

A Comic By Justin Borvs ond Andrew Feins!ein
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The Knights add the doubleheader against Saint Thomas
late in the season, to get more
playing time on the diamond
in, before the conference season gets under way.

Girls & Sports
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Elisabeth Whitehouse and Elise
Brandt both finished in the top20 in the Knights fint tournament of the spring season.

The men's basebaU team came
back from a th=-nm deficit to
raUy for a 9-5 victory against
Mercyhwst CoUege on Monday.

Lynn's bats woke up in the
third inning already down 3-0.
Brandon Mann drove Ricky
Gerena in with an opposite field
single to start the one-out rally.

Your letter
couldbefntured In tile
!Pulse!
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Black Eyed Peas
By Jade !krc1

Hy Hrctt S.mn1cl'
For those who love sharks, the
movie Jaws, or just love practical jokes, this new gadget is
sure to please.

Coffee with Gary Williams
When: 8:00am-8:45am
Where: Christine's

By Bntt Da' h
Louis Vuitton Accessories

Presentadon and Discussion
When: 9:00 am- 9:45 am
Where: Green Center
What: "Guest Service"
Who: Gary Williams
Jazzercise
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall

To have 17 tracks on a CD
these days is almost unheard
of, but the Black Eyed Peas
have done just that with their
new CD "Monkey Business."

Career Workshop
When: 2:00pm-3:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Resume Writing

"Monkey Business" is a new
LP full of captivating hooks,
amusing and entertaining lyrics, and driven hip-hop hits.

Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Sand volleyball court

"There should be a lot more
school spirit."
-Trevor Schliefer, Freshman

Dean's Showcase #3
When: 7:30pm
Where: AG Concen Hall

Though many think this is
the Black Eyed Peas' second
full-length album, it is actually their fourth. This fourth
album shows just how much
this multi-platinum, Grarnmy
award-winning groups has
grown over the years.

Lying around the pool all day
can be tiresome and boring,
but now that problem is solved
with the new OhGizmo radiocontrolled robotic shark.
The model shark is two feet
long and is built to move
through the water with realistic back-and-forth motions
like a real shark.
This shark is so realistic that it
knows no bounds of surface,
and can dive and rise by use of
the remote control.

Vidflix
"Monkey Business" exuberates
the coolness and vivacity from
earlier CD release "Eiephunk,"
and generates a vibe that can be
felt on any dance floor.

On DVD This Week

The CD opens with "Pump
It," a track that is set with progressive singing, super-imposing beats, and commands to
"pump it louder."
The track "They Don't Want
Music" shows an exciting collaboration with the Peas and
James Brown.
Wiii.I.Am shows off his rhyming skills on the track "Like
That," ad ex-boy band star Justin Timberlake gives a smooth
beat on the track "My Style."
The most unexpected track,
and current biggest hit, of the
album is "My Humps," which
features Fergie and Will.I.Am
joking and teasing each other.

"There should be more communication classes."
.Carissa Erath, Junior

With clever rhymes and fresh
lyrics, this CD is one that can
be enjoyed by all hip-hop fans.
Jade's Rating: ! fi:!..t'i.iil: (415)•

Many of the female students at
Lynn have at least one Louis
Vuitton item on them at all
times. The women of Lynn
spon Louis Vuitton shoes,
handbags, makeup bags, and
clothing. Louis Vuitton is a
classic look that is always a hit
with the Lynn girls.
Mysdque Shoes

Mystique shoes have been a
popular hit with the girls of
Lynn for the past year.

These shoes come in a variety
of colors and sizes, and range in
price from $70 to the $1 00s. This
shoe is always a cute and classy
The controller has a range of look that completes any outfit
40 feet, which is perfect for
use at any public or private
The Long Tank Top
pool. It can even be used from
a balcony to really freak out
those neighbors and friends.
The only downside to this
model is that the battery only
lasts for about 15 minutes, but
this can be easily remedied
by purchasing extra batteries
ahead of time to extend the
fun.
The frequencies of the model
sharks can be changed so that
multiple models can be in the
water at one time.
The OhGizmo shark is available in red, black, and dark
blue from Hammacher SchIemmer for about $100. Visit
HammacherSchlemmer.com
for more details or to purchase
this model. •

The long tank top is a look
that is very "in" right now. It's
a nice piece because it can be
dressed up or down.
The price of this kind of shirt
varies drastically according
to designer. This look is best
when worn with jeans. •

Editor: Jena Zakaoy. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. Manaalal Edlror, Web: Michael Jacobs. Staff: Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowaa, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clmunona, Britt Davia, Tim Devries, Kaitlyn Hughes,

David HWlteT, Ian Nalwna, Elizabeth Masons. Ashley Robens, Brett Samuels, Mara Shanes, Elysia Sutherland Tuductso Tcbape, Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. Fac:11lty Advlmr: Myles Ludwig

Knights In The Community

Eight In Classic Split SoftbaD Scores Knights Honored

A Servie»Based Student Organization

Lodes Place AJ Lady Moe

Ladies Ploy Saint Thomo5

sse Postseason Awards

B) Cr)dal Burdm~

B) ( h.1d lkatt1e

ll) kss1ca Wnght

By S.ua ()uatrocky
The men's basketball team led
the sse with three postseason
awards today as the All-Conference teams were announced
by Commissioner Michael J.
Marcil.

The Lynn women's golf team
dropped two spots to finish
eighth out of 14 teams at the
Lady Moe Classic despite
shooting their round in the
three-day tournament.

Knights in the Community
(KIC) is a recently established
club at Lynn. KIC is a community service-based club that
helps those who are in need in
the community.
There are 17 members in this
student organization, and the
president of KIC is David
Berry. The students in this organization participate in many
different community outreach
events, including Habitat for
Humanity.

KIC recently volunteered at
The Morikami Museum &
Japanese Gardens in Delray.
"KIC is a great organization
where you can meet great people, help others, and have fun,"
said member Megan Perry.
Interested students should attend one of the KIC meetings,
which are held every Friday
afternoon from 3:00 pm to
4:00 pm in the Office of Student Activities. •

Questions or Conuneots?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
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Brandt saved her best round
for last, firing a 76 to move
into a tie for 19th individually.

Ashley Nelson and Ali Beuckman both shot an 81 while
Megan Mangone shot an 82,
respectively.

Lynn University returns to action Sunday, March 5 in the
Peggy Kirk Bell Classic at
Rollins College. •
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their obviws offi:nsive struggle, •
lhe freshman seccnl baseman
was credited lhe solo RBI fir lhe
Knighls.
WIIIIell.

Cristin Kelly started off the
fifth inning with a single to
centerfield, then Stephanie Kelley reached base on a fielder's
choice, and was brought home
off Osborne's single.
The Knights return to action
this weekend as they face Florida Southern in their first sse
home series.

senior James
Cage
was
named Second
Team
All-Conference, and senior Marcus
Hayes was named Honorable
Mention All-Conference.

"It is such an honor to be
named recognized by the conference and I'm also happy
for both James and Marcus as
well," said Edwards, who led
the sse in rebounds with 10.0
per game.

A preseason AllAmerican selection, Cage put
together memorable offensive
performances all
season long, and
is ninth in the league in scoring.
Hayes, a three-year letterwinner for the Knights is wrapping
up an outstanding career as he
is honored for the first time by
the conference.
Starting all 26
played in this
season, Hayes
has led the
Knights offensive attack
all
season
long with ~
team-high
14.5
il"Jtft1H
per game.•

A Comic By Juslin Borus and Andrew Fein$1ein
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Megan OJm~o
cooJinues to ~
lhe rmst cmsistent hatter fir lhe

Senior Sheldon Edwards was
named First
Team
All-
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Jenna Piotrowski brought in
Lynn's lone run. Stephanie Kelley triple to right field sparked the

inning fur the Blue and White.
Whitehouse
also shot a final
round 76, to finish with a threeday total of 229
and tie for II th.

Overall Lynn still finished 52strokes behind Rollins College who won the Lady Moe
Classic for the third consecutive year and fourth time in six
years.

Fu

Rachel Foster shows her leadership in game two, in her 7.0
innings Foster struck-out 10
Bobcat batters.
Foster pitched a perfect game
through five innings, etched her
second shut-out of the season
proving why she is the Knights
number one pitcher.

The Fighting Knights improved five strokes from the
previous two days to shoot
315 as a team.

Your letter
could be featured In tbe
!Pulse!

The women's softball team
splits with Saint Thomas in
doubleheader action, with the
scores of 1-8 and 1-0.
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Baseball Game
When: 10:00 am
Where: Baseball field
Who: Dowling
Softball Game
When: 3:00pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Florida Southern
What: Sunshine State Conference Game

messy candles that constantly
burn out, this gadget is sure to
uplift any mood.

Spring Break Begins
When: 5:00pm
What: All student residence
halls close
Also: No class March 6-11

The Lounge Light is the newest technology in nightclub,
restaurant, and home lighting,
and it is sure to wow anyone
insight.
With a
candle that 1s

Baseball Game
Wben: 10:00 am
Wbere: Baseball field
Who: Philadelphia

in
bottom,
rtre
Lounge Ligh t
is a new lighting technology that is 'try
pleasing
the eyes.

Softball Game
When: 1:00pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Florida Southern
What: Sunshine State Conference Game
Live at Lynn Production
When: 2:00pm & 8:00pm
Where: Amarnick-Goldstein
Concert Hall
What: "Love Letters"
Who: Tony award-winner
Elizabeth Ashley and Broadway actor James Colby
Cost: $20 for faculty & staff
Bonus: Students get in free!

Baseball Game
Wben: 2:00 pm
Wbere: Baseball field
Who: Lewis
Intramural Golf
When: Allday
Where: Ocean Breezes
Cost: $20
Contact: smerrill@lynn.edu
Live at Lynn Production
When: 2:00 pm & 8:00 pm
Where: Amarnick-Goldstein
Concert Hall
What: "Love Letters"
Who: Tony award-winner
Elizabeth Ashley and Broadway actor James Colby
Cost: $20 for faculty & staff
Bonus: Students get in free!

The traditional candle can

be lit, or users can choose to
let the Lounge Light cycle
thrnugh the different colors in
a dramatic flowing motion.

Mega Movies: In Theaters
Today's Hot Premieres At The Box Office

This light comes with a stateof-the-art Lounge Light Engine, a 4.5v patented l 00+ hour
battery, and a color-changing
and progra<runable LED.
If the battery runs out, users
can simply order another from
the web site.
Any color of the Lounge Light
spectrum can be selected at any
time, or the colors can slowly
rotate throughout the night.
The Lounge Light can be purchased at www.loungelightusa.
com for around $25. •

at Lynn who resides from the
Democratic Republic of Congo. Londoni is studying International Relations at Lynn.
"I have a big dream for my
country and for my continent.
By studying International Relations, I hope to equip myself
with the skills that will help to
solve the problems that have
made it difficult for my continent to prosper," said Londoni
of his chosen major.
What inspires Londoni most is
an education, because he believes that an education is the
key to success.

In his free time, Londoni enjoys reading and traveling. His
favorite colors are blue and
white.
Londoni's plans for Spring
Break are to stay here in South
Florida, enjoy the sunshine,
and keep up on his studies.
Londoni's goals for 2006 are
to maintain a high GPA and
to attend several educational
conferences.
Londoni's favorite quote is by
Nelson Mandela, who said,
"There is no easy walk to freedom anywhere."•

Editor: Jeoa Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. Maaaalna Editor, Web: Michael Jacobs. Staft': Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Ieaaica Clemmons, Britt Davis, Tim Devries, Kaitlyn Hughes,
David Hmtcr, Ian Naharna. Elizabeth Masons., Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuels, Mara Shanes, Elysia Sutherland Tududso Tebapc, Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. faculty Ad"¥l10r: MyiC!II Ludwig

'An Apple Anecdote
S!udert Sam Rivers' Experience Wd1 Sieve Jobs
B~
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Apple representatives told Rivers that he would have to get a
new iPod at a discounted price.
Then, in a later phone call they
told Rivers he would be getting a refund, and would be
getting no new iPod.

With popular products at large
companies, problems inevitably arise. Solutions to those
problems, however, are not always so inevitable.
Such was the
of
experience
Lynn
student
Sam Rivers, who
simply wanted
his out-of-thebox scratched iPod replaced.
When Rivers received his iPod
in the maiL it was damaged,
and in trying to replace it for a
new one, as the warranty states
is covered, he ran into many
problems.

Several phone calls and many
operators and customer service
representatives later, there was
still no solution for Rivers.

A few more confusing phone
calls later, and with no iPod in
sight (old or new), Rivers decided to take matters into his
own hands and go directly to
the top: to Steve Jobs.
Rivers sent an e-mail to Jobs
explaining his distress and
disappointment about the situation, and within three hours
Jobs replied, writing:
"Hello Sam, first we would like
to apologize for our mistake,
and offer you this special as our
expression of sincere apology.
Sincerely, Steve Jobs"
The matter was resolved immediately, and Rivers now has
a new iPod with no charge.
It just goes to show that an email to the head ofApple today
keeps the problems away! •

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnunivenity.net
Your letter
eould be featured In tbe
!Pulse!

Baseball Scores Split

Tennis Take Down Athletes Awarded

Win & Loss To Concordia

Northwood Defeated 6-2

Ladies Receive sse Harlem

I!) l hJU fkJitlC

B) k"KJ \\ nght

B) l hJcl BcJtllc

The men's tennis team recorded its sixth win of the season
over Northwood University
(Mich.), 6-2.

Women's basketball players
Jackie Codiga and Jade Williams were honored by the
Sunshine State Conference
Wednesday with the All-Conference announcements.

Jimmy
Bacon
went a combined
5-for-8 with five
RBI and Andrew
Majoros struck out
eight batters in six
innings pitched in
game two as the men's baseball team split 9-12, 10-2 with
Concordia College.
Harrison Lam, Feliz Martinez, Bacon, George Brandner,
Ricky Gerena, Jason TenEyck
all recorded multi-hit games.
Lynn used a seven run second
inning, sending I 0 guys to the
plate, to put game two away
early. Brandner, who went 3for-3 with two RBI, scored the
initial run on a wild pitch after
doubling down the right field
line to start the inning.
Ten Eyck drove
in two of his three
nms, scoring Adrian Acevedo and

Chad Crowe.Bacon drove in two more with anolhcr single to right field.
Eight combined nms were scored
in the first inning.
Matt Baker rmred
the first batter and
walked the I1Clll
two. Michael G;;.
gliardi drove in the first run.
Rich DarreU drove them all in
with a double to center field.
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The
No.
Knight doubles
team of senior
Jan Macko and
freshman Lorenzo Cava followed the same
path picking up an 8-6 win.

In singles Riegraf and Azvedeo
took on early wins while Cave,
Carsuzaa, and Mako pitched in
later with the final three wins
for the Knights. •

Codiga becomes only the second player in
LU history to
earn All-SSC
honors in backto-hack
seasons.
Earlier
in the year she
became the fifth player in program history to record I ,000
points and 500 rebounds.
Codiga was also named to the
ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District First Team.

The men jumped back with an
offensive display. Boisvett and
Harrison Lam hit back-to-back
singles before Bacon hit the
first of two triples on the day.
Lynn plays Dowling College
today at 10:00 am. •

SOJOa.-pion-._SulloGID
lloco-R.l'I4N
Tel 561-994-90118
F• S61-9M-9HO

In doubles, the Knighls grabbed
ahold of the overall match early
with two victories. The Blue and
While's No. 3 team of freslunan
Julien Carsuzaa and junior Dennis Riegraf picked up an S-5 win.

Codiga
was
named to the
All-SSC Second
Team
while Jade Williams was an
All-Freshman
selection. Both
players are gearing up for the
SSC Tournament and their first
round match-up, the U niversityofTampa.

She finished in the top- I 5 in
steals, assists, assist/turnover
ratio, free-throw percentage
and scoring. Her 74 steals are
the fifth most for a single season in program history. •

Girls & Sports
A Comic B Jvslin Boros and Andrew Feirntein
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Qu~~t~on of the Day
What did.Y9U do during Spring Break?

··

Make-a-Card
When: 11:30 am-1:00pm
Where: Cafeteria
What: St. Patrick's Day cards
to be given to Miami's Children Hospital
Jazzerclse
When: 12:1S pm -I:IS pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Baseball Game
When: 2:30 pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Molloy

For any dog owner that has
ever gone through the horrible ordeal of losing their pup,
there is finally a gadget to prevent that from happening.

"I had tim. I went to Daytona
for Bike Week."

"I had the opprtunity to go to
New York City."

Vrrgin Islands with friends."

-Rachel Weiss, Junior

-Gabrielle Kann, Senior

-Brenden Kelly, Junior

"I went to St.John Island in the

Career Workshop
When: 4:00pm- S:OO pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Prqme for Career Expo

This month, PetsMobility will
be releasing a new gadget
called PetsCell. PetsCell is a
cell phone for dogs.

Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm- S:OO pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00pm- S:OO pm
Where: Sand volleyball court

"I didn't go anywhere. I had to
stay here and work."

"I didn't do much except get
caught up on sleep."

"I went to Paris, France."

-Merissa Bernstein, Junior

-Candice Struck, Senior

-Jade Berez, Junior

"''mIn" lnfurmatlonal Meeting
When: 6: IS pm
Where: Cafeteria
Bonus: Free dessert

The most obvious, and seemingly useless, feature of PetsCell is its automatic answering
two-way speakerphone that allows dog owners to chat with
their animals.
While this gadget may seem
like a gimmick, there are definite advantages in the collar
phone. The collar features a
"Call Owner" button in case
someone finds the lost dog and
needs to contact the owner.

SGAMeedng
When: 7:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria
Jon Nakamatsu Plano Recitcal
When: 7:30 pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
Cost: $2S
announcements about the fraternity in
the iPulse.
Alpha Eta Rho is a fraternity
that was founded to bring together srudents who share an
interest in the field of aviation.

It's amazing what a window
can do! On the top floor of the
de Hocrnle International Center, the large skylight serves
a larger purpose than merely
lighting the center.

This '')!hone" attaches around
the dog's collar, and is full of
great features to help keep the
dog safe and accounted for.

This fraternity was founded in
1929 by Professor Earl W. Hill
at the University of Southern
California. It has since grown
to over 70 chapters all over the
United States.

The fraternity serves as a contact between the aviation inThis window tells the time of dustry and educational instituday by the shadows its cross- tions, and to exists to actively
bars cast on the inside of the connect interested students of
molding. Can you tell what aviation with leaders and extime this picture was taken?•
ecutives in the industry.

Godfrey hopes to achieve several goals for Alpha Eta Rho
in this semester, including an
awareness on campus about
the fraternity, increased membership and an expanded role
in the school community.
Lynn's chapter of Alpha Eta
Rho is open for membership,
and the president asks that
anyone, male or female, "feel
free to contact Alpha Eta Rho
for more infonnation."

----·· '" -

Students can also e-mail Alpha
Eta Rho President Godfrey at
bikeva@gmail.com for more
information. •

Possibly the most efficient feature of PetsCell is the assistant
GPS ttacking, which allows
owners to ttack the pet if it has
run away from home.
Other features of the phone
include an option called Geofence which alerts the owner if
the dog leaves a specified area,
built-in temperature sensors to
monitor the dog's health, and
the ability to support a camera so that the owner can see
whatever the dog can see.
PetsCell will be available this
month for around $400, and
will be sold at most premium
pet stores. •

--
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Senior Salute Suit Up For Success
..
Gocw Up For Gn:xluaion Oukbl
On March 15 and 16 from
II :00 am to 7:00 pm, Senior

Get critical skills to get the edge
in competing for interviews,
Salute will be held in the Green jobs, and business connections
Center.
at this professional etiquette
program sponsored by the HanAll graduating seniors are re- nifan Center and funded by the
quired to participate on either Lynn University Parents and
Wednesday or Thursday. Ap- Families Association.
proximate processing time is 30
minutes to one hour, depending W h e n :
on individual situations.
Wednesday,
March 22
During this time seniors will:
Time: 6:00pm
-Pick up caps and gowns
Where:
AG
-Vote for Outstanding Profes- Concert Hall
sor of the Year
-Participate in the Senior Class Learn how to polish your image, enhance your marketGiftof2006
-Complete an exit survey and ability, color coordinate your
receive help concerning ca- clothes, understand business
dress. Prepare for the Career
reer-related questions
- Pick up graduation announce- Expo by knowing how to dress
ments and tickets
to impress recruiters.
- Get information about Graduate Admissions at Lynn
Special Guest Speaker: Jacqueline Whitmore, founder of
Josten's will assist with gradu- The Protocol School of Palm
ation memorabilia needs.
Beach, Inc. and author of
Business Class: Etiquette EsAny questions should be re- sentials for Success at Work.
ferred to Kelly Mullin, Director of Student Services, EM To register, call the Career
Lynn Residence Center or call Center at 561-237-7286 or
561-237-7275.•
email jdrew@lynn.edu. •
Questio111 or COilllllellls?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

(J)

Your letter
could be featured Ill tbe
IPulse!

men's
tennis team
downed Siena
j by the score of
9-0 in its second straight
1\vo solid pitching perf011118J1Csweep.
es highlighted a double-header
sweep and helped the men's
The Knights did not lose a
baseball team take two out of
game in all three doubles
three against Florida Southern.
matches as Julien Carsuzaa
and Dennis Riegraf won 8-0.
The Knights pulled off a 9-1
win in game one and held on
Lorenzo Cava and Jan Macko for a 5_3 victory in game two.
won by the score of 8-0.
The

Finally, Raphael Koehle and
Dennis Verduin blanked their
opponents by 8-0.
The men's next match is Wed.
at 2:00 pm at home. •

Cedric
Bennett
threw his first career
complete game illd
Lonnie Patterson
recotded his best
outing as Knight for
his second win.

The women's tennis team overpowered Tampa by the score of
8-1 last Sunday afternoon.
Gedville Norkute and Vicki Weltz
started off with an 8-0 win.

Alexandra Schunk and Alejandra Boeker won 8-2 and Ilic
and Leigh Shelton won with
the score of 8-3.
Weltz, Schunk, Ilic and Boeker all easily took the Spartans
with 6-0, 6-0 victories. Shelton easily won,

Lynn improves to 15-6 overall
and 2-l in the Sunshine State
Conference. •

~~~

Sdtxllm "*~SSCAdb,
B) J;:u1~\\'tipt

Three of Lynn's
wanen's golfers finished in
the top-20 of the
Springlake Invitational today as
the Knights caplUred their first
tournament vidoty of the spring

Liz Whitehouse and Katy McNicoll ended in a tie for 9th.

The Knights fought a hard battle in their first sse road trip,
but fell short.
The Knights were swept by
Florida Tech, with the scores
of0-3 and 4-5.
In game one the ladies were
struggling offensively, hitting
a 4-for-25 from the plate.

Andrew Smith led the Knights
with 17 points as James Cage,
put together a 15-point performance in the loss.
Marcus Hayes had six points
as Sheldon Edwards added
four points in their final game
with Lynn.

Megan Osborne had a solid hitting outing in game one, going 2for-3 from the plate she was the
Knights biggest threat

Also playing in his last game,
Chris Temple contributed with

three boards.
This was the men's final game
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Campus Trends

On Campus

By Kattl) nllugh.:s

Senior Salute
When: 11:00 am-7:00pm
Wllere: Green Center
Wllo: All graduating seniors
Wllat: Pick up items and info
necessary for graduation
Decorate a Cookie
When: 11:30 am· 1:00pm
Where: Cafeteria
What: St Patrick's Day cookies
Yoaa
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics room, 3rd
floor, Lynn Residence Hall

Men's Tunis
When: 2:00pm
Where: Tennis court
Who: Northwood (FL)
Women's Tennis
When: 2:00 pm
Where: Tennis court
Who: Northwood (FL)
What: sse Match
Peer Leadership Course:
Potential Candidate Information
Wilen: 2:00 pm
Wllere: EM Lynn Hall, Student
Services Conference Room
Wllat: Comse that focuses on
leadership in themy and pmctice
Scholar In Residence Lecture
When: 7:00pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
Who: Nat 1. Colletta
What: Globalization, Education, Knowledge Economy:
Threats and Opportunity

Facebook Faces Ndion

Facebook is a website that is
the current college craze across
the nation.
Facebook is a site that allows
college students around the
globe to ''reunite" with their
friends from high school or
other pasts, and allows a new
venue of communication for
their current college buddies.

The Look For Less

GottaHave

Runwcy Style For A Reasonable Price

Great Gadgets

B) Cryst.tl Burdme

By Brett Samuels

There is no greater time in
celebrity fashion than at a
red carpet event. And the red
carpet event that surpasses all
others is without question the
Academy Awards.

For all of the
world-traveling students
Lynn,
at
this technologically advanced gadget
might be just what is needed.

This year the 78th Annual
Academy Awards featured a
fashion frenzy with designer
dresses gracing celebrities as
far as the eye could see.

After talking about it for almost a year, the United States
government is finally putting
into production a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
technology for U.S. passpons.

Facebook comes onto the
scene after the widely-pu~
licized Myspace, and so far
Facebook has managed to
steer away from the bad press
that Myspace has received.

The RFID is a technology
that allows individuals to be
tracked and passports to be
scanned in areas fitted with
readers. This allows RFID
passport holders the ability to
speed through Customs at a
much faster pace.

By allowing only college students with school e-mail addresses to join, Facebook attempts to stray away from
both the children and offenders that lurk in the shadows of
Myspace.

Facebook has recendy given
high school students the opporrunity to join the website, leav-

ing~

for the
that Myspace
is r il l
nowfacing.Will
·
Facebook keep,.. .....
.

:an~~.[~~~~
;.:;;,:.;,;;;;;;;;····!

will it be join·'
ing Myspace in • : ; :
·
the headlines?.
Only time will• :;:,..,
tell.•
• ..,_ .......

::=-

Some special features of the
new passports include new artwork inside featuring U.S.landmarks such as Mt. Ruslunore,
and U.S. historical moments
such as the lunar landing.

For years, most women have
only dreamed of wearing the
fabulous designs shown off
on the red carpet. Now those
dreams have become a reality
thanks to Allen Schwartz, the
designer of ABS Style.

These readers are very specific in what they look for, and
while they are being used in
other fields as well, the RFID
in passports would only be
used at Customs checkpoints.

The three favorites chosen
by Schwartz this year are are
Keira Knightley's Vera Wang
dress, Jennifer Lopez's light
green Rita Watnick dress, and
Salma Hayek's stunning blue
silk Versace dress.

Many luxury goods manufacturers and retailers are now
fitting RFID tags to expensive
handbags so that they can be
tracked if stolen. However,
if an RFID passport holding
citizen went into Neiman Marcus, they would not be tracked
since it's a non-related RFID.
Currently, the RFID technology is only being put into diplomatic passports, but wiU be
used nationwide beginning in
October. For more information,
check out travel.state.gov.
There is one flaw with these
passports, and that is the possibility that hackers may be able
to crack the US's encrypted
codes. Here's hoping that the
RFID passport is a success.
Happy travels! •

-

tion in local department
stores such as Macy's
and Nordstrom. •
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Senior Salute ,
'

Gear Up For~

Suit Up For Success

sse Honors Bennett

Outdass The Compeliion

Naned Picher lithe Week

1

I

Today and tomorrow from
II :00 am to 7:00 pm, Senior
Salute wiU be held in the Green
Center.
All graduating seniors are required to participate on either
today or Thursday. Approximate processing time is 30
minutes to one hour, depending
on individual situations.
During this time seniors will:
-Pick up caps and gowns
-Vote for Outstanding Professor of the Year
-Participate in the Senior Class
Giftof2006
-Complete an exit survey and
receive help concerning career-related questions
- Pick up graduation announcements and tickets
- Get information about Graduate Admissions at Lynn
Josten's wiU assist with graduation memorabilia needs.
Any questions should be referred to Kelly Mullin, Director of Student Services, EM
Lynn Residence Center or call
561-237-7275.•

Get critical skills to get the edge
in competing for interviews,
jobs, and business connections
at this professional etiquette
program sponsored by the Hannifan Center and funded by the
Lynn University Parents and
Families Association.
W h e n :
Wednesd•~.

March 22
Time: 6·0Qpm
Where:
AG
Concert Hall
Learn how to polish your image, enhance your marketability, color coordinate your
clothes, understand business
dress. Prepare for the Career
Expo by knowing how to dress
to impress recruiters.
Special Guest Speaker: Jacqueline Whitmore, founder of
The Protocol School of Palm
Beach, Inc. and author of
Business Class: Etiquette Essentials for Success at Work.
To register, call the Career
Center at 561-237-7286 or
email jdrew@lynn.edu. •

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
Your letter
could be featured In the
!Pulse!

Hy (had Beal11c

A

Brandt tied for fifth place as the
Fighting Knights beat oot 13
Division I and five Division II
programs at the Eighth Annual
NIU Springlake Invitational.

The senior right-hander tossed
his first career complete
game and helped the Fighting Knights to a series victory
over Florida Southern.

"I'm very excited to have received this honor," said Bennett.
"Pitching like I pitched on Saturday just proves to me that I
can play with some of the best
teams in the country."

Bennett allowed one run on
seven hits in nine innings while
walking two and striking oot six.
His six strikeouts are a careerhigh for a single appearance.
He gave up six hits over the final
eight innings and at one point
retired I 5 consecutive batters. •

''Our team and I have had
some troubles in the spring but
we never gave up, we kept on
practicing and little by little
have improved."

Brandt opened the Springlake
Invitational by tying her personal best round of 74.
She turned around to fire a career-low one-under par 71 in
the second round and finished
with her best score over a 36hole tournament, 145. •

Strong Play, Big wm
Basel:d Blows By Bloormeld
By Chad Beatt ie

Big innings are
now standard fur
the bosehall !aim
as this time the
Knights usa! an
eight-run fifth to
dereatBioomfield

sse Honors Brandt
Naned Gofer lithe WeJt.
Chad Bcatt1e

A career dny
on the ilr.ks
for
Elise
Brandt
not
only
ilelped

College by the scare of IW.
Eight Lynn players drove in
runs while Andrew Majoros
won his third consecutive stan.
"Well we had another great
day on the mound and that really set the tone for us," said
head coach Rudy Garbalosa.

the women's
golf team to
its third tournament ~tory of the season but helped
earn herself Co-Sunshine State
Conference Women's Golfer
of the Week honors as well.
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By Chad H.:attlc

"Wmning Golfer of the Week
and helping my team to a tournament victory has been a great
reward for me," said Brandt.

al Champions
parlayed
into a SSC Pitcher of the Week
for Lynn's Cedric Bennett.

B~

A Week ofVlCtories
1-bft MM:riy On A Rol

Lynn, ranked 19th in the nation,
has won nine of their last ten to
improve to 16-6 overall. •

First he helped the Lynn University men's golf team finish
first at the Buccaneer Invitational, then he took medalist
honors at the same tournament
and now Hoyt McGarity has
been named the Sunshine State
Conference Men's Golfer of
the Week.
McGarity won his second
tournament of the season and
has finished in the top-10 in
five of the six tournaments he
has participated in.

"I've had a great season

at.~

ready and this makes it even
better," said McGarity.
"We had great play all-round
in a tournament where we finally played to our potential. I
know our guys aren't satisfied
with this one tournament win,
so I can't lose sight of our ultimate goal, which is winning a
national championship."
McGarity shot rounds of 7169-72 for a 213 total. He was
tied for fifth
on the first day
and
helped
Lynn maintain
its overall lead
and eventually
win by 12strokes over - - - - - llJ
no. I ranked West Florida.
On the season the senior golfer leada the Knights with a 72
scoring average. •

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Juslin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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Senior Salute
When: II :00 am. 7:00 pm
Where: Green Center
Wbo: All graduating seniors
What: Pick up items and info
necessary for graduation
Study Abroad Fair
Wilen: II :30 am • I :00 pm
Wbere: Cafeteria Courtyard
What: Learn about studying
abroad through the school
Boolua: Free cotton candy and
snow cooes, and a cbance to win
an iPod Nano and other pri2Jes
JazzerciH

Movie Review

Fashion Files

Super Mario Bros 3

Failure to launch

WC1t1YN1's Fost1on

B} Jan "\ohama

H> U"'a Sutherland

tj~

Game Review

Witb a mix
old

- 'PIIoer
failure

~

ics, Ninento's
"Super Mario
Bros. 3" for Gameboy Advance
may be one of tbe best handheld
games ever created
Nintendo crea~ colorful graphics and sttllightforward controls
combined witb tbe unforgettable
Samantha Lallo is a 20-year- Mario Bros. music to make tbis
old junior from Youngstown, game nearly flawless.
Ohio. Lallo is a Fashion Management major.

Wilen: 12:1S pm • l :IS pm
Lallo's family has an online
Wbere: Aerobics Room 3rd boutique,simaraboutique.com,
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
which she works for when she
isn't busy witb school.
!Urate/Self Defense
rescue tbe kidWhen: 4:00pm. S:OO pm
napped Princess Peach from
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
tbe evil Bowser.
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
By grabbing different suits
latramural Volleyball
tbat allow him to have differWhen: 4:00pm· S:OO pm
ent powers, Mario is able to
Where: Sand volleyball court
unlock secrets and items to
battle for his princess.
Tile Great Jazz Diva Show
When: 7:00 pm
Super Msio Bros. 3 encompassWhere: Christine's
es all of the great aspects from
What: Review of tbe great
tbe most classic games of tbis
Jazz Divas from tbe past
generation, and is a great buy.

Career Expo 2006

Ian's Rating:

On March 29
From 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
In the Lynn Gymnasium

Merchandise from tbe online
boutique can be found in otber
boutiques around Florida, the
Hamptons, and Ohio.

And an internship, parttime, or full-time job!

Lallo is excited to be a part of
tbe family business. •

.

*·* ~· * (SIS)•
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Bonus?

This is a light movie about a
tbirty-sometbing man who still
lives with this parents.

"Failure to Launch" is a tighthearted, easy to follow movie.
It's entertaining for tbe audience,
and is a great movie to see on a
date or during a girls' night oot!
Elysia's Rating:

The

bands are all in-

terchangeable,
so new looks
can constantly
be created.

In order to get Tripp (McConaughey) to move out tbe parents hire tbe beautiful Paula
(Parker), to lure him out. But is
tbe coMection between Paula
and Tripp fake or real?

These watches
range in price
from tbe midhundreds to tbe
low thousands.
CK Bradley Accessories

* * * (3/S)•

CD Review
HUnpredictable"
By Jade Berez

CK Bradley is a
preppy and classic
look for accessories
that a lot of girls are I
sporting lately.
~

Lynn l.Jniwrsity'1 Fashion ~nt CIISS Proudly Pr..nta:

1~

No outfit is complete without
great accessories, and the girls
at Lynn know how to accessorize. From watches to bags
to belts to keychains, girls at
Lynn knows what's hot.

Micbelle Watches
Currently Michelle watches
are a big trend
at Lynn. These
watches come
Sarah Jessica Parker says good- in a variety of
rangbye to Mr. Big in tbe new I'OIIUUI- styles,
tic comedy "Failure to Launch" ing from simple
and meets a new hottie played metal to alligaby Matthew McConaughey.
tor print.

f:J

AN EXPlllSION Of
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Hot items from CK BradThe new albwn "Unpredict- ley include belts and change
able" by Jamie Foxx is just purses. Prices for these actbat This albwn surprisingly
cessories ranges
has botb talent and sex appeal.
from about $1 S
•
to over $100.
The album features guest artists
Kayne West, Common, Mary J. Tiffany Braceleb & Keychain
Blige, and Snoop Dogg.
The jewelry
ofTiffany will
never go out
The first program, Riviera The two most touching songs
...,
of style. CurBeach's Renaissance and Wa- on the album are "Heaven," a
rently tbe silterfront Development, was song to Foxx's daughter, and
boardcast last Saturday. Future "Wish You Were Here," a song ver bracelets and key chains
are all tbe rage.
broadcasts are scheduled for for Foxx's deceased mother.
Sunday, April 2 and 8, from
10:00am - 10:30am. Thepro- Foxxhasproventbathistalents The pricing of
gram, South Florida Weekend, extend further tban acting.
silver items from
is produced by Florida EducaTiffany begin as
tiona! Television, Inc.•
Jade's Rating:
(3/S)•
low as $100.•
Jim Brosemer, visiting professor at tbe College of International Communications, is
hosting a series of television
specials on WPTV News Channel S, spotlighting niajor redevelopment projects in several
Palm Beach County cities.

0
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Senior Salute

SUit Up For Success

Career Expo 2006

'Gear Up For Graduation

Oulclc.Sl. The Competition

The Madl29 EYer~

Today from II :00 am to 7:00 Get critical skills to get the edge
pm, Senior Salute will be held in competing for interviews,
in the Green Center. This is the jobs. and business cOMections
last day to attend this event
at this professional etiquette
program sponsored by the HanAll graduating seniors are re- nifan Center and funded by the
quired to participate today if Lynn Univenity Parents and
they have not already. Approximate processing time is 30
minutes to one hour, depending
on individual situations.
During this time seniors will:
-Pick up caps and gowns
-Vote for Outstanding ProfessoroftheYear
-Participate in the Senior Class Learn how to polish your image, enhance your marketGiftof2006
-Complete an exit survey and ability, color coordinate your
receive help concerning ca- clothes, understand business
dress. Prepare for the Career
reer-related questions
- Pick up graduation announce- Expo by knowing how to dress
ments and tickets
to impress recruiters.
- Get information about Graduate Admissions at Lynn
Special Guest Speaker: Jacqueline Whitmore, founder of
Josten's will assist with gradu- The Protocol School of Palm
ation memorabilia needs.
Beach, Inc. and author of
Business Class: Etiquette EsAny questions should be re- sentials for Success at Work.
ferred to Kelly Mullin, Director of Student Services, EM To register, call the Career
Lynn Residence Center or call Center at 561-237-7286 or
561-237-7275.•
emailjdrew@lynn.edu. •
Qaeslioas orCommellls?

E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
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Your letter
could be featured Ia tile

Baseban Team Beats Molloy
Men Edge Molloy In A dose J.-2 Wtn
H\ ( haJ

Ht:Mitlc

third base, which eventually
saw him tagged out.

Need Aa latemsbip? A Job?
A Career?

Meet great employers looking
to fill jobs an internships at
Career Expo 1006.
The career expo will be held
from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm in
the gymnasium on March 29.
Students planning to come to
this event should have their
resume ready and dress for
success to meet with recruiters
from a large variety of profit
and non-profit employers.
"Prepare for Career Expo,"
"Resume Writing," and "Interview Skills" workshops will
be offered by the Career Center during the month of March.
Visit www.lynn.edu/careers
for workshop dates.
Take advantage of this golden
opponunity! •

Two late inning errors nearly
doomed the men's baseball
team but the 19th-ranked to third on a wild
Knights were able to hang on pilcltand ~
whm
for a 3-2 win against Molloy easily
Christopher l1>
College.
win's throw sailed over dle third
Steve Somers baseman's head
went
1-for-2
"' with 2 RBI and The final run would prove pivCraig Sheets re- otal for Lynn. Patrick Walsh
corded his fifth reached on a throwing error
save of the year. by Molloy to start the eighth
Lynn is now 17- inning and scored on Towers
6 overall.
single to right field.
The Molloy starting pitcher
retired the first 10 batters until George Brandner and Felix
Martinez hit back-to-hack singles with one-out in the fourth
inning.
The inning almost ended when
Nicholas Bleau lined out to the
shortstop and De&l (Y £3U!bt
Brandner 1- .ing too far but
Lions """"lkl
baseman Jolm
Towers
Wti
pulled off second base r~ r tl:!e
double-play.
Steve Somers made Molloy
pay for the mistake by lining a
two-out, two run double down
the left field line.

!Pulse!

LU appeared poised for another big inning in the fifth . Felix
Martinez swiped his I 5th consecutive base after a walk.
Bleau singled down the right
field line and advanced to second as Martinez got caught in
a rundown after over-running
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Chris Snow slllrted the game,
making his first appearance since
Februmy 4. The sophomore
pitcher got into lrouble with the
bases loaded in the first.

Sheets allowed one hit in the
ninth to hold on for his fifth
save in five chances.
Lynn returns to action Friday,
March 17 at 2:30 pm against
Florida Tech.

A Comic liy Juslin Borvs and Andrew Feinstein

~~ ~
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Boca Ft.lon, Florida 33433
.............
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Tommy Tickenoff, backing
up first on the throw, picked
up the loose ball and gunned
down Towers at home plate on
a heads up play by Brandner.

Girls & Sports
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A batter later Brandner committed his first error in 205
chances trying to throw out Irwin at first base.
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Calendar
On Campus
St Patrick's Day Celebration
When: II :00 am - 2:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria
What: Authentic bagpipers
Softball Game
When: I :00 pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Eckerd
What: sse Game
Baseball Game
When: 2:30 pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Florida Tech
What: SSC game
St. Patrick's Day Ping Pong
Tournament
When: 6:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria
Who: Sponsored by the International Affairs Society

Softall Game
When: 10:00 am
Where: Softball field
Who: Eckerd
What: SSC Game
Baseball Game
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Florida Tech
What: SSC Game
Antiquarian Book Fair
When: I 0:00 am- 4:00pm
What: First annual fair sponsored by Bomstein Shows
Cost: $6

Ultimate Bln&o
When: 8:00pm
Where: Cafeteria stage
Bonus: $350 in prizes

'The World Is Flat. •.Again

Spring Breaker

GottaHave

Scholar In Residence Net J. Collelta Spealcs

Sun Or Slopes?

Great Gadgets

By Jena Zakany

By Mara Shanes

By Brett Samuels

International expert on conflict,
peace building,
and development
NatJ.Collettahas
been the Scholar
In Residence of the College
of Education this week, and
on Wednesday night he gave
a lecture, ''Globalization, Education, and the Knowledge
Economy: Threats and Opportunities," in the AG Concert
Hall after being introduce by
Pamela Lannon, Dean of the
College of Education.
Colletta spoke about a new
world for both education and
the economy. He stated that
everything is becoming interdependent, and that needs
to be recognized. "It's a new
world out there," Colletta
commented.
Colletta referenced Thomas
Friedman's "The World is
Flat" to make the point that
the world is becoming a global
village, and that there is a new
responsibility emerging with
young adults to understand the
concept of globalization.

have a campus in China or India, they're not at the top of their
game. They're not in the game."
He stated that America needs
to find its place in the world,
both in the "global university"
and with its economy.
Colletta fears that if America
doesn't find out what its position is going to be, it will end
up being the Hollywood and
Disneyland of the world, providing entertainment to those
countries that invested in global
education and understanding. •

Dively Lecture
Gen. McCaffrey To Speak
Gen. Barry R. Me·
Caffrey (Ret.) will
speak at 12:00 pt1l
on Tuesday in the
Green Center.

-r::"'-

Movie Preview: Ian's Pick
"V For VendeHa" StaTing Nalalie Por1mcJ'1
By Ian Nahama
Set against the fictional futuristic landscape of totalitarian Britain, "V for Vendetta"
tells the story of Evey (Natalie Portman) who is rescued
by a masked vigilanted (Hugo
Weaving) known only as "V."

.'

'

.

/

'l

While most students migrate
south for the week of Spring
Break, Donaldson decided to
take a different route. While
most of the student body was
laying out by the pool tanning
on the recent break, Donaldson
was siding in Vail and Beaver
Creek, Colorado.

Donaldson took offon his journey with his cousin, and immediately experienced something
that the students in Florida
weren't even dreaming of: a
snowstorm. The mountainside
location of Vail received approximately ten inches of snow
during Donaldson's visit.

Donaldson stated that he enjoyed siding on the back
bowls in Vail, which consisted
of challenging open runs and
cliffs. Donaldson also practiced skiing on the half pipes.
The rebels set out to bring free..
dom and justice back to a society fraught with cruelty and
corruption.
"V for Vendetta" hits local theaters today. •

Those that love to tan know
the difficulties that come with
it: fake-looking spray tans,
limits on tanning at salons, bad
weather on potential beach
days, and the time it takes just
to get out of the house.
Well now the difficulties have
lessened, thanks to the NovaSolar Face Tanner.
The NovaSolar Face Tanner
is an at-home facial tanning
lamp. The unit has four 15W
lamps and features a 30-minute timer to ensure that face
doesn't get fried.

After the storm things brightened up for Donaldson, and
the snow on the ground made
for great skiing throughout the
rest of the vacation.

Charismatic V ignites a revolution, urging his fellow citizens
to rise up against the tyranny
and oppression.

~

Lynn who is majoring in Business Administration. Donaldson shared with the iPulse his
Spring Break story.

Gen. McCaffey is a security
and terrorism analyst for NBC
News, and will be the final
speaker in this year's Dively
Frontiers in Globalization
Luncheon Lecture series.

China and India are leading the
education reform process, ac- Tickets are $60 and include
cording to Colletta. Because of lunch. Reservations are rethis, Colletta stated that, "If an quired. Call561-237-7798 oreAmerican university doesn't
mail specialevents@lynn.edu. •

Evey sets out to uncover the
truth about V, and along the
way discovers the truth about
herself.

For those that love to soak up
the sun, but just don't have the
time, this gadget is just what
the tanner ordered.

Eye protection is included, and
is highly recommended. This
eight-pound tanner can bum if
not used properly, so be sure to
read the instructions.

The face tanner is simple to
use: just plug in the unit, strap
the goggles on, and call a
friend or tum on the radio to
pass the time. When finished,
that face will have the desired
brown glow.
The NovaSolar Face Tanner
sells for $120, and can be purchased at healthytan.com. •

While Donaldson was in Colorado he participated in a mogul
race on the mountain and won
first place. He said that he was
very excited about his new
achievement and can't wait to
go siding again next season. •

'
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Career Expo 2006 Suit Up For Success Victmious KDights
Allend lhe Madl29 EYer~

OIAdoss The Competmn

Need An Internship? A Job?
A Career?

Get critical skills to get the edge
in competing for interviews,
jobs, and business connections
at this professional etiquette
program sponsored by the Hannifan Center and fwtded by the
Lynn Univenity Parents and
Families Association.

Meet great employen looking
to fill jobs an internships at
Career Expo 1006.
The career expo will be held
from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm in
the gymnasium on March 29.
Students planning to come to
this event should have their
resume ready and dress for
success to meet with recruiten
from a large variety of profit
and non-profit employers.
"Prepare for Career Expo,"
"Resume Writing," and "Interview Skills" workshops will
be offered by the Career Center during the month of March.
Visit www.lynn.edu/careen
for worlcshop dates.
Take advantage of this golden
opportunity! •

Time: :
Where:
Concert Hall
Learn how to polish your image, enhance your marketability, color coordinate your
clothes, undentand business
dress. Prepare for the Career
Expo by knowing how to dress
to impress recruiters.
Special Guest Speaker: Jacqueline Whitmore, founder of
The Protocol School of Palm
Beach, Inc. and author of
Business Class: Etiquette Essentials for Success at Work.
To register, call the Career
Center at 561-237-7286 or
email jdrew@lynn.edu. •

Questioas or Couunents?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

(J)

Your letter
could be featured In tbe
!Pulse!

the season at the third spot in the
lineup before jumping into the
second spot four matches ago.

In

Women Defeot Nor1hwood
By Chad fkattie

The Knights now prepare for
their week ahead as the tennis
team will host Division I Univenity of Massachusetta along
with Nova Southeastern and
Drury who are both ranked in
Division II's Top-30.
"We played well in doubles but
as always we did to continue
to improve to get to where we
would like to be." head coach

.

Alex Schunlc and Ali Boeker
got things rolling at No. 3 doubles by a score of 8~, pushing
their record as a duo to 7~ this

season.
At the top doubles spot, Dragana
llic and Leigh Shelton defeated
their opponents by the score of
8-4, clinching their team-high
eighth doubles victory.
Vici Weltz and Gedvile Norkute improved to 6-0 this season with an 8-2 win at the second spot.

Climbing to 3-1 in singles action
this season, Katie KlibanoffDombrowski prevailed 6-1' 6-1
at the sixth spot.
Shelton picked up a singles
point at the on the fifth singles
court by way of a Northwood
default, as Schunlc and !lie
were in control of their singles
matches before the match was
called.
The Knights
will begin
next week
with Massachusetts
on Monday
with
the
match scheduled to begin
at2:00pmat
the McCusker Sportsplex. •

Northwood Blanked
Men's Tennis Shut Out
By Sara Quatrocky
Dennis Riegraf and .Illlien Carsuzaa
stayed LIJ>beaten today
as a dool! ~
pair and m
singles as tl~

men's

Riegraf and Carsuzaa picked
up their II th straight doubles
victory of the season with an
8-3 mark over Ben Lecomte
and JC Dechamps at the second position. The duo began
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Joining the undefeated duo in
doubles, Lorenzo Cava and
Jan Macko picked up an 8-6
victory at the top position.
back-to-back match-

es at the third spot, Raphael
Koehle and Dennis Verduin
defeated their opponents by
the score of 8-3.

Carsu2aa put together a 6-3, 6-1
singles vicuy at the s=m positionas Riegraftookdown his oompelimr ~. 64 in the third role to
!m1ain pmid on the seasoo.
Riegraf has a team-high II
singles victories as Carsuzaa
notched his IOth win in his first
season with the Blue and White.
Cava was two points away
from closing out Hiscox at the
top singles spot, ahead 6-4, 53 when the match was called
after Riegraf's victory.

l:ellllll

team blanked
Northwood by the score of 5~
in a non~onference match.

-

"We are all
playing with
a lot of confidence right
now because
we have won
10
straight
matches as a
team. It's a
great feeling
and I hope that we can continue our streak with a big week
coming up." Riegraf said.

"We are looking forward to
playing Drury next week and
I'm confident they we'll all
be ready for the challenge that
lies ahead," Riegraf said. •

•

Girls & Sports
A Comic 6 Justin Bonn and Andr- Feinstein

Question of the Day

Calendar

What is the 1V show that you cannot miss?

On Campus

Faculty Profile
Dr. &ic:a Grodski
By Jenna Ulbrich

Career Workshop
When: 11:00 am- 12:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Prepare for Career
Expo. Learn how to talk with
recruiters, dress appropriately,
and make a great impression
Dively Series Lecture
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Green Center
Who: Gen. McCaffrey
Cost: $60, includes lunch
Advisor Roundtable
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria
Who: For enrolled students
Jazzerclse
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Aoor, Lynn Residence Hall

munications teacher at Lynn.
Before teaching at Lynn, Dr.

"I am hooked on The O.C. this "I don't have a show that I "I can't miss an episode of Grodski received her B.A.
from Muskingum College and
can't miss. I watch whatever
Lost"

season."'

Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand volleyball court

-Ashton Duncan, Freshman

Knights Cafe
When: 5:30pm-7:30pm
Where: Ritter Courtyard
What: Free coffee
Who: For enrolled students

Career Expo

SGAMeetlng
When: 7:00pm
Where: Green Center
What: Nominations for student commencement speaker

is on."
-Lindsay Rizzo, Sophomore

011

-Briuany Givens-Copeland, Junior

~pus~ds:Faddon

Vintage Mod Is The New Modem
By

COLOll
......... Manli,lioc'*f.-I ..... INJ. .....
'"~'....fl"'oC"t~llllllo:lltl..,.lillhklotftftllo:

Dr. Grodski has been working
at Lynn for the past five years
in the Communications departtnent.

Kaitlyn Hughes

Right now, the mod and vintage
look all the rage this Spring
season. So hit the streets for
shopping, or hit the back of
mom or grandma's closet, and
recycle the hot fashions of the
late 60's and 70's.

Bigger is always better. Small
purses and tight tops are a
thing of the past. Those who
dare to bare should maintain a
pretense of being unaware of
the 2006 fashion flares.

She teaches both undergraduate and graduate courses.
Her undergraduate courses are
World Media, Advertising and
Society, and Communication
Theories.

Dr. Grodski's favorite class to

Lynn Univenoity's Fashion Management Class Proudly Preaents:

AN t XPlllS ION OF

her Masters degree from Miami University. She obtained
her Ph.D. from Europa-Universitllt Viadrina.

Rock out the
massive hobos
and grab some
designer and I
outrageously
big sunglasses
to accomplish the sexy look of
the season.

teach at Lynn is the graduate
class Intercultural Communication Research.

Dr. Grodski's communication
If it's big,
golden,
and
has great texture, it's chic.
Trendsetters
are
wearing
highwaist
belts,
pointy
flats
with straightlegged jeans,
unrestricting
mod tanks, and killer blazers.
Keep up with the trendsetters
and some head turns, second
looks, and whistles are sure to
follow suit. •

theories have been published
in many publications, and she
is also a published author.
The book is entitled "Using
Lacuna Theory to Detect Cultural Differences in German
and America Automotive Advertising," and it can be found
in most book stores.

Dr. Groski enjoys working
with everyone at Lynn. '"The
reason I love teaching is because I enjoy working with the
students and challenging their
minds to help them grow as individuals," she said. •

!dltor: Jcna Zabny. Sports Editor: Slepbanie Baker. Mao.pq ldlhtr, Web: Michael Jacobs. Statr: Jlde Berez, Briuany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmons, Britt Davia, Tim Devriea, Kaitlyn Hughes,
David Hunter, Ian Nahlllll&, Elizabeth Masons, Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuela, Mara SbiiOCI, Elysia Sutb.ert.nd Tuductso Tcbape, Jenna Ulbrich. Nicole Walsh. J'ac•lty Advisor: Myle~ Ludwig

Employment 'fip Of'lbe Month
Advice Fran App5ed Cad Syslems
By JeffTokryman

Febx Martinez
dmve in Boisvert,
stole his 18th con-

Spring Cleaning
bbal Sweep R. Tech

secutive base on a
double-ste-•1 with

By Cbad lkattie

COVER LETTERS

1bc purpose of a cover letter is
to introduce you and your resume to a potential employer.
The cover letter highlights your
backgroWid and allows you to
pooctuate your experience in
relation to the advertised requirements of the position.

1bc first thing you should to do
is find out the contact's name
and title for the company you
are sending your resume to.
This will ensure that your resume will be received by the
correct person and will give
you the ability to follow up in
the future.

FIRST PARAGRAPH
State how you heard of the
open position and why you are
contacring them.

An early lead was nearly squandered as the baseball team prevailed 8-4 against Florida Tech
Friday afternoon.

Briefly mention who you are
and why you are interested in
their opportunity.

Bobby
Nunn
pitched
5.2
scoreless ball in
reliefandGeorge
Brandner picked
up the offensive
slack with a
homerun and four RBI.

SECOND PARAGRAPH
Based on your strengths, previous work history and education, tell the potential employer why you would be a strong
candidate for the position.
Briefly describe accomplishments if you are experienced
THIRD PARAGRAPH
Tell the potential employer
you wiU be looking forward to
hearing from them. State that
you look forward to discussing
your qualifications and their
employment opponunity in
more detail.

Later on in the weekend another ninth inning comeback
helped the baseball team to a
sweep over Florida Tech on
Sarurday afternoon.

1bc Knights won &-5 in the
bottom of the ninth in game
one and 11-2 in game two.

Austin Johnson picked up his
= win
and Nicolas BoisTell them how you can be vert and Ricky
reached. Take a bold step and Gerena led an ofinfonn them that you will be fensive attack that
calling in four days to set up a averaged
over
time to meet.

first

eight runs per
game over the three game series.

Good luck!•

Qucs1iolu or Commenll?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.nct
Your letter
could be featured Ia the

!Pulse!

"This was a very important
weekend for us and this team
rose to the challenge," said
head coach Rudy Garbalosa.
uwe had outstanding pitching in both games; we battled
back offensively in game one
and displayed good hitting in
game two."
The Knight offense picked up
where it left off in game two,
jumping out to a 3-0 lead after
the first inning.

Bacon and soon:d
oo Gerena's single

6nt tw.c the Blue and Wbi1rgot Men:y-ruled all season.

through the left side of the infield

Lotmie Patter.;on went five innings, allowed

six hits, one unearned run and
struck out two
batters.
Nick
Brown and Craig
Sheets pitched
the final two innings.

There was a different team
on the field for the Blue and
White in game two, more focused and ready to play.

Boisvert and Gerena combined
to go 14-for-24 with eight runs,
seven RBI and a stolen base in
the three game series.
Brandon Mann extended his
hitring streak to nine games. •
;
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1bc girls regrouped during the
break and came back and Mercy ruled the Tritons I 0-2 in 6.0
innings.

.
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Softball: sse VictClly
Eclmrd Loses In ElC!ra lmings
By Sara Quatrocky

Kelly
Crisrin
began the game
in the circle, she
pitched 3.0 inningsfortheBiue
and White, striking out three and
walking four.
Kelly was relieved in the
fourth inning by Foster who
pitched the remaining 3.0 innings striking out five, giving
up no walks or hits.
Lynn's slugger RJJUa knocked her
team-high, sixth homerun of the
season over the left field wall

The softball team notched its
first
victory Friday defeating Eckerd College by the
score of 2-1 in eight innings.

sse

a stellar
pitching
performance from
sophooxJre Rachel Fosler, as she
fimned five baiters allowing jmt
one earned nm.

Rolla went 2-for-4 from the
plate, with two RBI and scored
two runs, giving her a teamhigh batting average of .500.
Rolla has tallied 22 hits on 44
at bats, including 14 RBI. •

Later in the weekend the softball team split with Eckerd
College to give them another
conference victory.
The Knights were a bit sluggish in game one getting defeated by the Eclcerd College
Tritons, 1-9 in 5.0 innings, the
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Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin 8orus end Ancir- Feinstein

Calendar
On Campus

Question of the Day The Look For Less
What are your plans for your
summer vacation?

Stylish Shades At A Stylish Price
By Crystal Burdine

Excalibur Society Luncheon
When: 11:30 am
Where: International Center
Who: Dr. Marsha Glines

Spring has hit South Florida,
and that means that everyone
is heading to the beach for
some fun in the sun.

Yoga
When: 12:15pm-1:15pm
Where: Aerobics room, 3rd
ftoor, Lynn Residence Hall

The must-have accessory for
that beach day is a hot pair
of shades. The most popular
sunglasses on the market right
now are retro aviators. These
vintage-style shades have hit
South Florida by storm.

Career Workshop
When: I :00 pm - 2:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Prepare for Career
Expo. Learn how to talk with
recruiters, dress appropriately,
and make a great impression

-Omar Raafat, Freshman

"I'll be staying in Boca working and hopefully going to
Italy with my boyfriend.''
-Merissa Bernstein, Junior

I'd like to find a job that relates to my major."

"I'm going to be traveling
around Europe."

"I'm going back to my home
in Egypt."

Women's Tennis
When: 2:00pm
Where: Tennis Courts
Who: Nova Southeastern
What: SSC Match
Read Together Palm Beach
When: I :00 pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
What: "To Kill a Mockingbird" reading and viewing

season

Suit Up For Success
When: 6:00pm-8:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Polishing your image,
enhancing your marketability, color coordinating your
clothes, business dress vs.
business casual, etc.
Contact: kcatalina@lynn.edu
Comedian Will Marfori
When: 7:00pm
Where: Knights Court
Who: Sponsored by KAT

For the ladies,
the hot shades
this
Spring
are Dolce &
Gabbana 's
shiny aviator
frames with
the D&G logo. This pop pair
provides I00% UV protection
and comes in green, grey, and
brown. The retail price of these
hot shades is a cool $250.

their

will be working as a Camp
Counselor in North Carolina."
-Alexis Perel, Freshman

For the men,
Paul Smith's
smooth-crafted
aviators
are top-notch.
These shades
are
handcrafted with laminate plastic
frames and a refined aviator
shape. Retail value of these
shades are $325.
For those who
don't want to
fork out a fe w
hundred bucks
only to lose
their shades
in the sand or
water, there is a stylish alternative. Guess has made a few
fabulous pairs of aviators for
both men and women, making
these shades this week's Look
For Less.

The Guess sunglasses come
with I 00% UV protection and
are available in pink, black,
and brown. Guess offers up
these shades for about $7 5
per pair, and they can be purchased at any Guess store, or
at guess.com.
Whatever the budget this
Spring, there are stunning
shades for everyone to have
fun in the sun! •

-David Cretone, Junior

R.potl.d By Jade a..z

Career Expo.,. NBC News Security Analyst Visits Lynn University
Gen. McCaffrey Speaks Candidly About Current Issues In The World

By Jena Zakany

AN EJ(PlllSIIJN UF

CuLOil

Gen. Barry R. McCaffrey (Rel), security and terrorism
analyst for NBC
News, spoke yesterday as a part of
Dively Frontiers in Globalization Luncheon Lecrure series.

college generation, saying that
it is the "best generation since
WWII." His comments about
the Middle East and other current issues weren't so kind.

situation in Iraq is basically
the US fighting an attempt by
the Sunnis, whom he called
"meaner than snakes," to take
over the government again.

Patrick Tillman. He stated that
"ground combat is mass confusion," but that the army was
"covering it up right there at
platoon level."

Before speaking at the luncheon, Gen. McCaffrey spoke
candidly with the faculty at
breakfast in the Henke Room
before entering a Q&A session
with students.

While McCaffrey said he supported the decision to take
down the regime in Iraq, he
thinks that "the president's
rhetoric has been completely
off-base since the start. It raises the kind of expectations. I
don't think the notion of victory has any meaning."

He believes that "our execution
[in Iraq] has been astonishingly ftawed" and that "it's probably we'll pull off Iraq, but it's
unknowable right now."

McCaffrey also had an opinion on Tom DeLay, stating that
he is a "scoundrel of the first
order who would fit right in in
Nigeria."

Gen. McCaffrey spoke about
several current issues, including
the situations in !nlq and Iran.
He also spoke about the current

McCaffrey believes that the US
has suffered a loss of credibility due to its invasion of Iraq.
He also stated that the current

As for the situation in Iran,
McCaffrey stated that "they've
gone nuclear," and believes
that within a decade they will
have nuclear weapons.

As far analyzing security and
terrorism threats, Gen. McCaffrey said that our biggest
challenge right now is Saudi
Arabia and Pakistan.

Gen. McCaffrey criticized the
army on the situation with

Gen. McCaffrey spoke at lunch
as a part of the Dively Series.•
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Career Expo 2006 Suit Up For Success

Teoais Team Geam Up

Altend The Mardl29 Ewnt

rudass The Compelilion

By Sara Quatrocky

Need An lntenship? A Joh?
A Career?

Get critical skills to get the edge
in competing for interviews,
jobs, and business cormections
at this professional etiquette
program sponsored by the Hannifan Center and funded by the
Lynn University Parents and
Families Association.

Meet great employers looking
to fill jobs an internships at
Career Expo 2006.

When: Today
Time: ~:OOpm
Where: Aolli-

The career expo will be held
from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm in
the gymnasiwn on March 29.

stein Cooocn
Hall

Women Prepcn For BoHle

The No. 5 women's tennis
team pulled out a 7-2 victory
over Division I University of
Massachusens Amherst behind a doubles sweep the gave
the Knights an early lead.

The Knights faltered at the top
two singles spots as Weltz lost
6-4, 1-6 (12-14) and Schunk
was defeated for the first time
this season at the second position by the score of 1-6, 5-7.

rn ~~~ · Gold ·

Students planning to come to
this event should have their
reswne ready and dress for
success to meet with recruiters
from a large variety of profit
and non-profit employers.
"Prepare for Career Expo,"
"Reswne Writing," and "Interview Skills" workshops will
be offered by the Career Center during the month of March.
VISit
www.lynn.edu/careers
for workshop dates.
Take advantage of this golden
opportunity!.

Learn how to polish your image, enhance your marketability, color coordinate your
clothes, understand business
dress. Prepare for the Career
Expo by knowing how to dress
to impress recruiters.
Special Guest Speaker: Jacqueline Whitmore, founder of
The Protocol School of Palm
Beach, Inc. and author of
Business Class: Etiquette Essentials for Success at Work.
To register, call the Career
Center at 561-237-7286

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipolse@lynnuniversity.net

(J)

Your letter
could be fea·
tured in the
!Pulse!

Singles competition started off
with a quick 6-0, 6-0 victory at
No. 6 singles by Boeker as she
took care of her competitor as
she stays undefeated with a 70 record this season.

''We dido 't play very well today
but hopefully we'll come out II>morrow at practice and focus on
getting better for our two tough
matches later in the w=k," head
coach Mike Perez said.

''They [Massachusetts] are a
good team but we gave a lot
of points away and did not execute the way we should of."
In doubles
action, Vici
Weltz
and
Gedvile
Norkute
blanked their
opponent at
the second
position 8-0,
moving to a perfect 7-0 record
together this season.
Down 4-1 at the top spot, Ilic
and Leigh Shelton came from
behind to win 8-6.
Banling at the third doubles
position, Ali Boeker and Alex
Schunk downed 9-8 (7-4) to

Shelton put
together
her
eighth
straight singles victory
prevailing
7-5, 6-4 at
the fifth position.
TheKnightshostNovaSootheastem on Wednesday. The match is
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m at the

McCusker Sports Complex. •

BasebaD Gets4-3 Win
Sheels Pub Adelphi To Bed
B) Chad Beau"' & &mbi Abbon
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"I thought we did really well
today. It was a huge win for
us because now we are 16th
in the nation where before we
were 19th, which is a huge accomplishment for our baseball
program this year." said Gerena after the game.
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Lynn returns to action Friday,
March 24 at 7:00 pm when
it travels to St. Petersburg to
take on Eckerd College.
Fans can follow the action
live by logging on to www.
lynn.edu/athletics and clicking
on the "live audio" and "live
slats" links. •

.. '

The Lynn baseball team had
another successful win against
Adelphi College from Long
Island on Monday.

Ricky Gerena hit a home run

Girls & Sports
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Andrew Majoros picked up his
4th win of the season throwing 6th and I/3rd inninga. The
knights will play Friday the
25th at Eckerd College.

The Knights kept it close but
ended the game 4 to 3. The
first run was scored by Nick
Bleau in the 5th inning.

SOlOChlmpioft-.SuiR G1 0
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"I think we're doing really
well and hopefully we can
keep it up."
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Window Painting & Office
Decorating Contest
When: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Where: Student Center Lobby
What: Focusing on our Future
Bonus: Cash prizes $50-$100
Contact: mmanley@lynn.edu
Jazzercise
When: 12:15pm-1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Career Workshop
When: 2:00pm-3:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Prepme fur Career Expo
Men's Tennis
When: 2:00 pm
Where: Tennis Courts
Who: Drury
Women's Tennis
When: 2:00 pm
Where: Tennis Courts
Who: Drury
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
Poetry Coffee House
When: 6:30pm
Where: Knights Court
"The Good Doctor"- Play
When: 8:00pm
Where: AG Concert Hall

Pretty in Pearls
Lynn girls are known for their
preppy and classy look, and
for accessories, it doesn't get
much classier than pearls.

-1~

Tiffany Pearl Bnlcelet, $2!15

Pearls are classic and elegant,
and can be seen gracing the
girls of Lynn around campus
on a daily basis.
Burberry Bags
Burberry handbags are a
great, ver.;atile
look, and are
very common
among
the
women at Lynn.Burberry, $80S

Ravo obtained his B.S. degree
in Radio, Television, and Film
from Temple Univenity and
achieved his Masters degree in
Journalism and Public Affairs
from the American University
in Washington, D.C.
Prior to becoming a part of
Lynn's faculty, Ravo worked
as a reporter and journalist for
various newspapers and publications thmughout the United
States. Some of his most notable works were achieved
working for the New York
Times and the Miami Herald.

Bangle Bracelets
The hot trend of bangle bracelets began in Hollywood, and
the trend is still going strong
here in South Florida.

These bracelets can be dressed
up or down, come in a variety
of styles, and mnge in price
from $5 to the thousands.
Accessories can complement
and enhance any outfit, so be
sure to keep up on accessory
trends this Spring season. •

Lynn University's Fashion Management Class Proudly Presents.
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Nick Ravo is a professor here at
Lynn who was born in Annapolis, Maryland in 1956. Ravo
spent most of his childhood living in Richmond, Vuginia.

in.o\-.ng<'lf<niofthttbe~-.bn.r.....to!

A panel consisting of nine
Lynn professors held a discussion yesterday in the Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall
regarding Harper Lee's "To
Kill a Mockingbird" as a part
of the "Read Together Palm
Beach County" campaign.
Professor Jeffi'ey Morgan arranged the event. Other members of the panel were Winston
Aarons, Gary Villa, Joseph
Greaney, David Fleisher, Carol
Warshaw, Carmencita Mitchell, Karen Cascy-Acevedo,
and Gmciela Helguero.
Each panel
member is

,'

1
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a professor ..I

, -

at Lynn and ~~
the
back- ~
grounds of Read Together
the profes- PIIMIIeodl tOMMy
sors extend to numerous fields,
including Criminal Justice,
English, and Education.
The discussion went on for just
over an hour, and then Morgan
allowed the audience to voice
their opinions on the subject.

In addition to his journalism experience, Ravo has also worked
in public relations. He held a
job as an account executive
for Lloyd's of London and the
American Stock Exchange as
well as at a prestigious Public
Relations and Crisis Management consultancy in New York.

After the discussion, there was
a short intermission for drinks
and snack. Following this was
a viewing of the 1962 film "To
Kill a Mockingbird," based on
the book and starring Gregory
Peck and Robert Duvall.
'II¥NI

In a recent press conference
held at Lynn, Ravo stated that
the most memomble experience of his career took place
when he was working at the
Miami Herald.

Currently Ravo resides in
Boca Raton with his wife. Future plans for Ravo include
writing a comical novel about
his teaching experiences here
at Lynn. •

Filauro traveled to Key West
with some ofher closest friends
over the Spring Break to enjoy
a weekend filled with sun, water sports, and relaxation.
Filauro is an experienced surfer
who was hoping to catch some
waves in the Keys. To her dismay, the waves were very disappointing during her trip.
However, Filauro still managed
to enjoy herself on this vacation, and said that her favorite
part of the trip was the "breathtaking turquoise ocean and
powder-like sand beaches."
Filauro and her companions
took scuba diving lessons in
the hotel pool, managed to
pass the rigorous testing, and
then put their skills to work in
the ocean.
They were able to explore the
interesting reefs and sea life.
This trip was Filauro's first
time scuba diving, and she
highly recommends it to anyone who enjoys the ocean.

His job was to witness and report on the execution of James
Adams in May of 1984 at the
state prison in Stark, Florida.
Ravo stated that the experience of the execution has had
a lasting impact on him, partly
due to his unfavomble feelings
toward capital punishment.

Kristen Filauro is a junior at
Lynn who is majoring in Fashion Management, and who recently had a very interesting
Spring Break.

The "Read Together Palm
Beach County" campaign is
used to attract people across
the country to read selected
novels and then participate in
discussions and events to share
their thoughts on the novels.
For more information on the
Read Together program, visit
http://readtogether.palmbeachpost.com. •

'1be ocean life was absolutely
gorgeous," Filauro stated She
enjoyedseeingthearmyofcreatures that inhibit the waters.
This was a Spring Break that
Filauro won't soon forget. •
IIIII -.r1 <:!'
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Coming off a perfect week in
which they swept Florida Tech,
the 16th ranked Lynn baseball
team can pull away from the
sse pack with a solid weekend against Eckerd College.

Fashion management students
will be holding their annual
fashion show tomorrow at 7:00
pm in the de Hoernle Sports
and Cultural Center.
The runway fashion show, "An
Explosion of Color," will feature the latest fashion trends
Meet great employers looking
to fill jobs an internships at
Career Expo 2006Tbe career expo will be held
from 10:00 am-2:00pm in
tbe gymnasium on March 29.

Students planning to come to
this event should have their
resume ready and dress for
success to meet with recruiters
from a large variety of profit
and non-profit employers.

"Prepare for Career Expo."
"Resume Writing," and "Interview Skills" workshops will
be offered by the Career Center during the month of March.
VISit www.lynn.edu/careers
for workshop dates.
Take advantage of this golden
opportunity!.
Questions or Comments?
E-mail lhe iPulse at
ipulse@lyrmuniversity.net

wide range of colors.
Lynn will be hosting "Wicked
Wheels," an all-out car show
tomorrow from II :30 am 1:30pm.
Students,
alumni, faculty, and staff
who have a
''pimped out
,ride" are encouraged to submit their vehicles for entry in this Student Students, alumni, faculty, and
AlumniAssociation-sponsored staff will be walking the runevent. Call ext. 7433 to enter. way and modeling over 100 of
the latest fashions, as well as
There will
performing theatrical skits.
prizes for
best car in a
Tickets are on sale
riety of categonow for S10 for
ries, so bring that
general admission
whip to
I
and $20 for VIP
seating. Tickets can
also be purchased
at the door.
There will be a gold and platinum raffle tickets sold for a
chance to win some unique
prizes, some of which are valued at over $500.

Yoar letter could be

~ featured I•

\..::_J

the !Pulse!

Proceeds will benefit ADVA, a
women's rape and domestic violence shelter in South Florida.
For additional information,
contact Dr. Lisa Dandeo
at 561-237-7011 or e-mail
ldandco@lynn.edu. •
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Otter Invitational.
The Knights, nmlced sixth in the
nation, feU seven strokes from
defending their title but still managed to finish ahead offive of the
top I0 teams in the nation.

Hoyt McGarity, Gavin Dear
and Keir McNicoll all finished
in the top- I 0 for the second
consecutive tournament.
McGarityandDearfiredrounds
of73 and 74 in the rain soaked
first round but came out firing
in round two to tie for second
with a 144 scoring total. Both
players tied for second.
McNicoll improved
six
strokes from the
previous day
to shoot a final
round 71 and
tiedthird
for
_..__ _ _ finish
ninth, his

Tbe Knights begin a three-game
series on Friday in St. Petersburg before concluding with a
double-header on~.

Lynn heads into hits series
with a seven game winning
streak and owns a 16-12 alltime record against Eckerd.
Lynn is 21-6 overall and
have lost once in their past
15 games. The team net four
ninth inning comebacks in the
first eight contests.
Solid pitching has been a staple during the Knights' run.
The trio of Joel Burnett, Cedric Bennett and Lonnie Patterson are a combined 6-1.

straight top-I0 performance.
Matt Bookatz and Greg Gonzales recorded totals of 158
and 165, respectively.
McGarity
tinues on
quest to
peat as an All
American ti
he rtta:it~li!J~

Bullpen help has also been
strong with Bobby Nunn, Nick
Brown and freshman Austin
Johnson. The Blue and White
is conference rurtS leader Nicolas Boisvert (37 runs scored).

notched his sixth top-10 and
fourth top-three finish in seven
tournaments.

Fans can listen to the upcoming games online by logging
on to www.lynn.edu/athletics
and clicking on the "live audio" and "live slats" links.

TheKnightsretumtoactionApril
2 at the Southeastern Inten:o~
giate hosted by \liJdosta Slalc.•

Lynn returns home Saturday,
April I for a double-header
against Barry University. •

his72 ~
average
and _ _ _____...._

Calendar
On Campus

Things I Can't Live Without

GottaHave

Fashion Show

Reported By Brittany Btalowas

Great Gadgets

Students Prepare For Event

By Brett Samuels

By Nicole Walsh

These days everyone owns a
digital camera. It has become
a gadget that everyone has just
gotta have. Film is a thing of
the past. 35mm? What is that?

Parent Executive Committee
Meeting
When: II :00 am- I2:00 pm
Where: Presidcn 'ts Office
Home Away From Home
When: 11:00am-12:00pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
What: Q&A: Lynn services

As prices drop, digital cameras

Eric Weiss

become more accessibly to the
masses. Unfortunately, many of
the new digital cameras don't
allow for the professionalism a
true photographer needs.

Molly McGee

Lynn Car Show
When: 11:30 am-1:30pm
Where: Mall area
What: "Wicked Wheels"
SoftbaU Game
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Nova Southeastern

Anyone who has seen the
movie "Euro Trip" is probably
familiar with the brand Leica
(product placement anyone?),
which is one of the world's
premiere camera companies.

"My Sidekick."

Disc:overy of Learning
When: 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Where: Henke Wmg
What: What Parents Need To
Know

.-:
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Pool Tournament
When: 5:00pm
Where: Knights Court
Bonus: Wm prizes
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• "The beach."

uMycar."
Pre-Show Wine Tasting
When: 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Where: Tent by the gym
Who: Parents and alumni
Fashion Show
When: 7:00pm
Where: de Hoemle Sports and
Cultural Center
What: "An Explosion of Color''
Cost: $10 general admission

Leica has just released a new
camera called the Digilux 2,
which is a high-end camera
that blends old style with new,
cutting-edge technology.

----

Lynn's Fashion Management
program is holding their third
annual fashion show today in
the gymnasium.

Dr. Lisa Dandeo, Fashion
Management instructor, is in
charge of the production of
this event. Fashion students are
panicipating in Dr. Dandeo's
class to learn how to put on an
event of this magnitude.
So what exactly goes into an
event like this, and how long
does it take?
"A lot has been done to prepare
for this. It's the biggest show
we have done so far. Attendees
should expect pictorial expressions of colors presented by
the latest fashion trends," said
Dr. Dandeo

~
~

<--

"Family and friends."

Lynn University's Fashion Management Class Proudly Presents;
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"Friends and Family."

Campus Views

The Digilux 2 has the classic
Leica lens and aluminum case,
and it features an incredibly
sensitive 5 megapixel ceo.
The camera
has classic

Today's Look

adj us tab I e ....-•.-.:=--c-

By .\,hley Roberts

settings for
F-stop and
shutter speed so that the user
has completely creative control ofthe shot.

ch!:•\IIJI'III1inil~ofwhnmlhe'--..._IN,,dol'

The Digilux 2 can also be used
to record video in 16:9 format,
which is HDTV ready.
Today's campus view takes a
look at a seemingly ordinary but
beautifully simplistic building.
The cement walls that line the
sides of ASSAF not only provide a structure that protects the
building and its windows from
hurricanes, but also adds an interesting and unique design.
A seemingly plain building is
actually unique in its design. •

This Leica camera is not sold
everywhere. Those interested
in in purchasing this great gadget should find an authorized
dealer or jump online.

Elisa Moreau, committee
member for the event, said that
there is a lot of work involved
with the show. She stated that
"setting up and getting everything ready has been a lot of
long hours and work."
Those who are
attending
can
look for the fashions of Rampage,
LF, Love Shack,
Boca Surf & Sail,
and many more,
as these are some
of the sponsors.
Tickets are being sold today
prior to the event and can be
purchased for $10.•

Ebay is selling
this camera online
starting at SilOO
for used, and
consumers can find the new
cameras available at leica.com
starting at $1500. •
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Wicked Wheels
Lym's 2006 Car Show

Meet gmtt employers looking
to fill jobs an internships at

Career Expo 2006.
The career expo will be held
from 10:00 am- 2:00 pm in
the gymnasiwn on March 29.
Students pi&Ming to come to
this event should have their
reswne ready and dress for
success to meet with recruiters
from a large variety of profit
and non-profit employers.
'"Prepare for Career Expo,"
'"Reswne Writing," and '"Interview Skills" workshops will
be offered by the Career Center during the month of March.
VIlli! www.lynn.edu/careers
for workshop dates.
Take advantage of this golden
opportunity!.

Lynn is hosting '"Wicked
Wheels," an all-out and
pimped-out car show today
from II :30 am - I :30 pm.
Students,
alwru1i, faculty. and staff
who have a
"p11nped out
nde" are encouraged to submit their vehicles for entry in this Student
AlwnniAssociation-sponsored
event. Call ext. 7433 to enter.
There will
prizes for
best car in a variety of categories, so bring that
;.,hip to "Wicked
Wheels!"•

Mop$ Up Team And Grabs 8-2 VICtory
13)

we do best
is
which
b rea k down
our
opponents," head
coach Mike
Perez said.
Freshman Ali Boeker and
sophomore Alex Schunk rolled
to an 8-2 victory giving the
Knights the early lead.

Weltz ended the match for the
Knights as they remain undefeated this season defeating
her opponent 6-3, 7-S. •
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son-high six home runs in
their doubleheader battle with
Northwood.
The Knights bats were brought to
flame, leading off with a Christina Rolla grand-slam in the 3rd to
bring the game into reach.
The Blue and White were victorious over the Seahawks with
the scores of ll-S and 8-2.
The Knights started out this
afternoon's battle down 0-4 at
the end of one.

first homerun of the season.
The solo shot into right field to
put her team up 1-0 at the end
of two.
In the third inning the Knights
scored two more runs, as
VanderVeen came to bat in a
clutch situation.

The Knights battled back in the
third inning, with 7 runs scored
the first bit oflife came off Rolla's grand-slam homerun.
Rachel Foster stepped up to
put the Fighting Knights up 74 at the end of three.
The Knights tacked on two
more runs in the fifth off of a
Foster two run double, their
was no looking back for the
Blue and White then.

With two outs against the
Knights, VanderVeen hit a
double to score Rolla and
Heather Tucker.
At the top of the sixth Tucker
came back up to bat and hit
a two run homer to give the
Knights the edge the needed
over the Seahawlcs.

Then Piotrowski backed her up
as she hit a monster solo shot,
giving the Blue and White the 82 victory over the Seahawlcs. •

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Jus~n Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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Weltz and junior Gedvile Norkute also continued to control
the No. 2 doubles court with
an 8-4 victory.

Schunk won at the No. 2 position, while Shelton won at the
fifth spot. On the No.3 doubles
court, Norkute won both sets.
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The Knights swept the singles
matches from top to bottom
behind sophomore Vici Weltz
at the top spot.

Boeker got things rolling for
Lynn with a quick 6-1, 6-1
victory as Ilic extended her
winning streak to 34-straight
matches with a commanding 60, 6-2 victory at the 4th spot

Your letter
could be featured Ia the
IPulse!

SoftbaB Team Sweeps Northwood

l:lo,'i=I~•Jo.y

Junior Leigh Shelton and senior Dragana Ilic lost the first
doubles match of the sseason.

Questiool or Commelltll?
E-mail the iPulsc at
ipulse@l)'llllunivmity.oet

(f)

Women Dominant
Telris Teem Beals Novo

(!581) 7'50-0518

Calendar
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SAJURDAY
Weekend Registration
When: 8:00 am - 10:00 am
Where: International Center
Coffee w/ the President
When: 9:00 am - 10:30 am
Where: Green Center
What: The Changes Ahead
Alumni Baseball Game
When: I0:45 am
Where: Sports Complex
Think Globally
When: 10:45 am- 12:00 pm
Where: de Hoernle Lecrure
Hall, Green Center
What: Int'l program info
AJoh at the End of the Road
When: 10:45 am - 12:00 pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
What: Strategies for careers
Campus Tours
When: 11:00 am - 1:00pm
Where: de Hoernle International Center Lobby
BBQ Celebration & Activities
When: 12:00 pm- 2:30pm
Where: Sports Complex
Alumni Soccer Game
When: 12:00 pm- 2:00pm
Where: Sports Complex

Welcome to Lynn Weekend
for Parents and Alumni! This
special edition of the iPulse
will guide parents, alumni, and
srudents through this fun-filled
and informational weekend.
The events and their locations
and times can be found in the
Calendar on Campus. Here are
the summaries of this weekend's events:
Weekend Registration
Pick up the necessary badges
and tickets in order to gain admittance to all of the activities.
Coffee w/ the President
Lynn
President Donald E

ents and alumni and discuss
the strategic initiatives and the
furure of the university.

What's Cooking?
When: 2:45-3:15 pm or 3:15
pm - 3:45 pm
Where: Kitchen, Int'l Center
What: Culinary artslhospitatity
5, 4, 3, 2, LIVE!
When: 3:15 - 3:45 pm
Where: Srudio, 3rd Floor Lib
What: Behind the scenes of a
television program
A VIew From The Sky
When: 2:30pm-5:30pm
Where: Boca Raton Municipal Airport, 3960 Airport Rd.
What: Lynn's Flight Program
Begin The Evening With Lynn
When: 7:00pm- 10:00 pm
Where: Shore Restaurant
What: Cocktail reception

Alumni Soccer Game
It's Youth vs. Experience in
this classic entertaining match
between "old" and ''young"
alumni soccer players.
Softball Game
The Knights
will square
off with the
Sharks
in
this doubleheader. The Knights are the
defending NCAA Division II
National Champions.

Cli. ,......

Great Jazz Divas
Jutie Davis and Kelly Dow
perform an unforgettable tribute to the great female singers
of the golden era of jazz.

Alumni Baseball Game
Join Lynn alumni baseball
players as they try to relive
their glory days in this match.
Experience firsthand how to
prepare and enjoy a savory
dessert by joining this culinary
presentation of the hospitality
management program.

Softball Game
When: 1:00pm-3:00pm
Where: Softball field
Who: vs. Nova Southeastern
Great Jazz Divas
When: 2:00 pm
Where: AG Concert Hall

BBQ Celebration & Activities
Join the Lynn family for food,
fun in the sun, and music. Celebrate with multicuirurai dishes and mingle with friends.

Learn about the srudent abroad
opportunities and the international programs and services
offered at Lynn.
Ca~pus TourJ,..
Tours wtll
be led by · ·- ..~~- ·

Fun For The Family
What To Do In South Florida
B~ Ka 1 t l ~n H ugh ~ '

Lynn has a vast array of events
planned for srudents and their
parents to attend this weekend.
But what is there to do around
the area to keep the whole
family entertained?
South Florida is known for its
beautiful beaches and great
weather. So pack up the car
with towels and sun block and
drive the parents down scenic
A I A to Delray Beach for some
fun in the sun.

Feeling the need for a cuisine
other than that of the cafeteria? Stop by Boston's On The
Beach while visiting the Delray to wind down and have a
delicious, relaxing meal.

Still haven't seen enough? Visit Mizner Park in Boca Raton.

Located only a few miles away
from Lynn, Mizner Park has
a variety of boutiques, retail
shops, fine dining, casual restaurants, cafes, music, events,
art museums and movie theaters to choose from to keep
everyone in the family happy.
When the sun goes down, visit
downtown Fort Lauderdale for
a lively nightlife full of restaurants and clubs.

Wherever local travels take
you this weekend, have fun
and enjoy the time spent with
family!•

Looking At Lynn in '06
A Campus Montage
what it's like to work in television, don't miss this opporrunity to see what goes on behind the scenes.

students
and will depart every I 0 minutes to give
visitors the opportuniy to see
Lynn's beautiful campus and
state-of-the-art faciiiities.

A View From The Sky
Enjoy a virtual tour of the Boca
Raton area in an aircraft simulator and see firsthand what
Lynn's School of Aeronautics
offers its aviation srudents.

A Job at the End of the Road
Parents will learn strategies on
how to maximize their investment in their srudent's education and help their furure graduates achieve success.

Begin The Evening With Lynn
Join fellow parents and alwimi
at the Shore Restaurant for
a fun cocktail reception. Located at 6 South Ocean Drive,
Delray Beach (on the corner of
Ocean Dr. and Atlantic Ave.)
For more information about
these events, visit www.lynn.
edullynnweekend. •

Calendar
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Mass - Religious Services
When: 9:30 am
Where: Landgren Chapel
What: Mass in honor of the
Class of 1966
More: Info for other religious
services is available at the registration table

Sunday Bunch
When: 10:15 am- 12:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria
What: A farewell to the weekend's activities with a scrumptious Sunday Brunch
More: Pick up your framed
weekend photograph

Meet The Press

Moving On Up

iPulse 2006 Stoff
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Editor: Jena Zakany.

Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker.

After winning 14 of their last
15 games, the baseball team has
improved their national ranking
fiom 19th to 16th this past week.

Soft1ball Going Strang

& Women Worl<ng Herd
l··h ''t.:rh I h...' ELl . . . l.. r

Wartt!t1 Sef ~ i0oold

WOMEN' S TE NNIS

The softball team hit a season-high six home runs in
their doubleheader battle with
Northwood.

The pitching trio
Staff: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowas, Crystal
Burdine, Jessica Clemmons,
Britt Davis, Tim Devries, Kaitlyn Hughes, David Hunter,
Ian Nahama, Elizabeth Masons, Ashley Roberts, Brett
Samuels, Mara Shanes, Elysia
Sutherland, Tuduetso Tebape,
Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh.
Faculty Advbor: Myles Ludwig

nett, Joel Burand Lonnie
Patterson have
IM:on an essential factor in the
team's success.
III:Q,

Bullpen help has also been
strong with Bobby Nunn, Nick
Brown and freshman Austin
Johnson holding opponents to
a .187 batting average.

Offensively, LU is second in
home runs, tied for second in
stolen bases and third in team
average in the sse.
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of Cedric Ben-

Craig Sheets has been an opposing team's ninth inning
nightmare as well, leading the
sse in saves.

cez
~le ··
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Rankedfitlhinlhenation,lhewomen's tennis 1fllm bas woo every
mall:h lhey have play<d !hi<; season,
bringingtheirm:adto9-0.
Leading the victorious women is
senior Dragana Die with a commanding 33 game winning stteak.
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Questions or Commenu?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
Your letter
could be featured In the
iPulse!
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Aiding the Blue and White is
conference runs leader Nicolas
Boisvert (37 runs scored).

The Knighls began a three-game
series on Friday in St l'ctelliburg. •

five
men's
tennis
team bas a rear
perfect I 0-1 reJunior

Riegmf

remained
with

Freshman Julian Carzasaa has a
perfect 10-1 record, while freshman Lorenzn Cava and senior Jan
Macko have impressive records
at 8-2 and 8-3 respectively. •
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The Knights'
bats
were
brought
to
ftame,
leading off with a
Chri stina Rolla
grand-slam
Rolla
in the third to
bring the game into reach.
The Blue and White were victorious over the Seahawks with
the scores of 11-5 and 8-2.

Juniors
Gedvile
Norkute and Leigh
Shelton have also
put together a perfect season at 8-0,
while freshman Ali '
Boeker has a faultless record of7.{1.

561 .....92SD

~Fax
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Web Editor: Michael Jacobs.
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Tennis Teams Triumph
I Men

.-...

Girls & Sports
A Comic By JVl•n Borvs ond Andrew FeonsJe1n

Rookie Khristy Salorio pitched
her seventh complete game
this season, in her battle she
pitched 7.0 innings, gave up
two earned runs and fanned
three batters.
Both Rachel Foster and Salorio
were aided behind the plate by
catcher Candace VanderVeen
who called two terrific games. •
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Question of the Day An Explosion Of Color
What do you think about Season 5
of American Idol?

2006 Fashion Show A Success
By Mara Shancs

Lunch On The Lake
When: 11:00 am-1:00pm
Where: Cafeteria Patio
What: Outdoor BBQ
Who: Music by Jeff

Most of the models
walked the runway
for more than one

Jazzerdse
When: 12:15 pm -1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Career Workshop
When: 3:00pm-4:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Prepare for Career
Expo. Learn how to talk with
recruiters, dress appropriately,
and make a great impression

worse."
watch it anymore."
-Liz Wineriter, Sophomore

-Ashlee Duplin, Senior
Each year the
shows seem to
get better, and
this show was
no exception.

Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm- 5:00 pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
Meet The Candidates Night
When: 7:00pm
Where: Green Center
What: Meet candidates for
upcoming SGA elections
Bonus: Free refreslunents
More: Elections are March 30
Information Session
When: 5:00pm
Where: Perper Lounge
What: Learn about ne Masted
of Science in Applied Psychology degree
Bonus: Refreslunents served

All of the outfits were stylish, and each
one was put
together right
down to the intricate details.

Management class
presented "An Explosion of Color,"
the 2006 Lynn Fashion Show.

I know what the show is, but I
haven't been watching Season
Sat all."
-Mark Beer, Freslunan

"I don't
Idol."

fun,
creative,
and spunky,
it separated itwatch American· self from the past
shows through its
vibrant energy.

"I don '1 have a favorite yet
from this season."
-Shannon Jones, Senior
R.pon.d 8y Jad.S...Z

"I don't really know, I never
watch that show."
-Stephanie Glickman, Senior

The confidence

audience.
In between showing off luxury
fashions, students and faculty
members performed off-the' wall skits and music numbers
to entertain the audience.

show
pleasing
unique.
Models walked the runway
in fashions of a wide variety
of colors, including red, blue,
yellow, and many more.

The performances were lively
and colorful, and everyone
seemed to enjoy them.

Career Expo 2006 Tomorrow
Find An Internship Or Career At The Event
Need An Internship? A Job?
A Career?

success to meet with recruiters
from a large variety of profit
and non-profit employers.

The Fashion department did a
phenomenal job this year, and
those who attended look forward to future fashion shows

"Prepare for Career Expo,"
"Resume Writing," and "Interview Skills" workshops will be
offered by the Career Center
during the month of March.
Meet great employers looking
to fill jobs an internships at
Career Expo 2006.

Vtsit www.lynn.edu/careers
for workshop dates.

The career expo will be held
tomorrow from I 0:00 am 2:00 pm in the gymnasium.
Students planning to come to
this event should have their
resume ready and dress for
Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Edhor: Stephanie Baker. Manapog Editor, Web: Michael Jacobs. Staff: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowaa, CryJtal Burdine, Jeuica Clemmona, Britt Davia, Tim Devries,
Kaitlyn H ughes, David Hunter, Ian Nahama. Elizabeth Muons, Alb ley Roberts, Brett Samuels, Mant Shanes, El)'!ia Sutherland. Tuduetso Tebape, Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. f•culty Advlaor: Myles Ludwig

Behind The Scenes

Battle~ Baptist

Big Bats Beat Nova

An Inside look At The 2006 Fashion Show

Knights Fall 5-1 To Tigers

Softball Team Wins 9-1

Norkute Gels SSC Honors

B> Sara Quatrock)

By Jessica Wnght

By Sara Quatrocky

By Elys1a Sutherland

I

Ever wondered what goes behind the scenes of a fashion
show? Well this article will
shed a little light on the sul>jcct, and will show just how
much work goes into an event
of this magnitude.
Volunteers for the fashion show
had48 hours to tum the school's
gymnasium into a trendy fash·
ion runway with proper lighting and sound. They worked
all day on Thursday and Friday
setting up the gym.
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If that doesn't sound stressful
enough, try to imagipe.thow
the volunteers felt when the
lights suddenly went out an
hours before the show. Luckily, the lights were functioning
by show time, and the audience never knew.
The models had to arrive three
hours before show time in order to get their hair and makeup
done. Problem? Many of the
stylists hadn't arrived yet

Player OfThe Week

,
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The men's tennis team battled
with Ouachita Baptist Friday
coming up short as the Tigers
pulled out the 5-1 victory over
the Knights in non-wnference
action in Altamonte Springs.
This led to utter chaos with all
of the models and volunteers
worrying if everyone would
be ready on time.

The Knights fell behind after
the doubles competition but
played well at the top of the
singles lineup.

The final makeup artists and
hairdressers did arrive a short
while later, and it ended up being a photo finish with the hair
and makeup finally getting
done about ten minutes before
the show began.

Splitting sets with Ouachita at
the second and third lineup positions, freshman Julien Carsuzaa and junior Dennis Riegraf
remain unbeaten this season in
singles action. •

Baseball Splits Games
Because of the cost of the
boiTOwed clothing, models
couldn't get dressed until just
before the show started. This
led to more stress, but some·
how the volunteers were able
to get everyone under control,
and the rest of the evening
went smoothly.
Although it was a little stressful backstage, the models had
a lot of fun strutting their stuff
on the stage. The high and
pos1nve energy backstage
with the models and voluntecrs was contagious, and the
mood lightened significantly
throughout the night. .

1 Win, 1 loss To Eckerd
By Chad Beattie

The softball team has found
their way, winning tluee of
their last four the Knights arc
on a hot streak.

The Knights were victorious
over Nova Southeastern with
thcscorcof9-l (6 innings)in the
first of the three-game series.

Ashley Byrd continued to
swing a hot bat as
the softball team
split its doubleheader with Nova
Southeastern ,
winning the sse
three-game series.
After winning in yesterday's
series opener, the Knights
dropped the first game by the
score of 8-3 and bounced back
to pull out a 4-1 victory in the
finale over the Sharks.

'

Byrd was 3-for-5 today, including two home runs, with
four RBI and tluee runs scored

The baseball team
split its doubleheader with Eckerd
College, losing I 08 in game one and
winning I 0-4 in
game two.
Lonnie Patterson
fourth consecutive start and
Brandon MaM extended his
hitting streak to 13 games.
Lynn moves to 22·8 overall
and 6-3 in the sse.•

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.nct
Your letter
could be featured In t be
!Pulse!

season.
Norkute was unbeaten at the
No. 3 singles position while
also teaming with sophomore
Vici Weltz at the No. 2 doubles

"Gedvile has really been playing with some confidence,"
head coach Mike Perez said.
"She has been working hard
to continue to improve each
match and so far: it's paid off."
Norkute is now 9-0 in singles
competition playing at all tluee
of the top lineup positions
while posting an unblemished
8~ record in doubles.

In the latest FILA Collegiate
National Tennis Rankings,
Norkute was ranlced 43rd in the
country in singles competition.
The Vilnius, Lithuania native
is also ranked seventh in the
Southeast Region with Weltz
on the doubles' courts.
Lynn will return to action on
Wednesday, hosting Linden·
wood (Mo.) at 2:00 pm at the
McCusker Sports Complex. •

Girls & Sports
A Comic By'Justin Borus ond Andrew Feinstein
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SGA Elections
When: II :00 am - 6:00 pm
Where: Student Center
Jazzercise
When: !2:15pm-1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Kar ate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
KAT's 3rdAnnual Hoe Down
When: 4:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria Patio
What: Ride the mechanical
bull, take an old time photo, or
rock out to the bands, including Two Skinny Dorks

Lynn Founders Day The Legend of Lynn
A Profile of Lynn and President Ross

A Celebrotion of President Donald Ross

lh Juh~llc 'alnll

Lynn University president
Donald E. Ross and his wife,
Helen, mark 35 years as Lynn's
president and first lady by leaving their handprints in concrete
along the college's main walkway yesterday during Founder's Day ceremonies.
Ross, who is 66, has one of the
United States' longest tenures
as a college president and has
served in the post longer than
any other Florida university
leader.

Lynn's campus is transformed
for the event

Students and faculty gathered
together to celebmte the great
achievements of President
Ross and to honor his leadership and visi.,.,.
Here is a pictoiral look at
the festivities of Lynn's first
Founder's Day. •

Election Day

•

And The Candidates five ...

Vice-President
Jean Nezivar
Joey McNamam
Knights Activities Team
(KAT) Chair
Brandon Ackerman
Armando Castillo
Neil Solomon

The Ross' put their handprints
in the cement

Secretary
TarynHamill
Treasurer
Heather Sears
Cast your votes today for next
year's Student Government
Association.

Conservatory of Music Students entertain the crowds

Students rock out to •be tunes

In 1974, he renamed the school
The College of Boca Raton.

"I felt colleges were becoming
very impen;onal...l believed
- and still do - that every student has unlimited potential
and all students deserve a solid
education."
That vision came to fruition in
Boca Raton and the story is the
stuff of Lynn legend.
Marymount was floundering
financially. Saving the school
was a daunting task, but Ross
and his wife Helen took on the
challenge.

Cast your ballot in the Student
Center just outside of the cafeteria. Get to know the candidates and vote today! •

''There was no money coming
from the community, so it was
my job to resurrect the school."

Dr. and Mrs. Ross

before we even started."

"Gradually, the Arvida Corpomtion started to develop the
city... it's amazing to see what
has happened... this wonderfullittle town...developed into
such a great city," said Ross.

Make your voice heard! Elections will be held today between II :00 am and 6:00 pm.

SGA presentation for Dr. Ross

'1f it weren't for Art and the Dupont tiunily, who also sent funds,
we'd have been out of business

Even then, it was not exactly
smooth sailing. "Some months,
no one - including me - got
paid," stated Ross.

But he came to Boca Raton
with more than money. He had
vision to provide students with,
"an intimate, personal learning
environment .. a place where
they could prove themselves.
President Ross and wife Helen
Ross at the handprint ceremony

With Marymount on the brink
of foreclosure, his own funds
insufficient to save it, he turned
to a colleague, Art Annone who
wired the money to the local
bank to pay off the loan in what
Ross calls "an act of faith."

''This area was quite different," he remembered "Military
Trail was about as far west as
you could go. There was one
dirt road that led out to the
school. We used to joke that if
a car came down the dirt road,
it was probably lost," Ross recalled wryly.

The suburban Long Island native, an entrepreneurial educator who founded his first college at age 27 ("I used to pray
for gray hair just so people
would take me seriously as a
college president.") intended
to purchase the libmry books
of Marymount with grant
money from a Dupont family
foundation.

President
Fiston Kahindo
Erin Ross

Residence Hall Association
(RHA)Chair
No
candidates registered
(write-in candidates will be
taken)

Trim and dapper, with his
white
hair
neatly clipped,
Dr. Donald E.
Ross, the founding president of
Lynn University,
leaned back in his desk chair
and reminisced about the Lynn
of old with a broad smile and
considemble enthusiasm.

But he believed he could make
it work. "I have always believe~ .this. And I will always
believe in determination."

It would be some time before
the college established its reputation as a school where stu-

"I was once given a banner
that reads: 'Blessed are those
who are willing to dream
dreams and are willing to pay
the price to make them come
true.' I think of that banner often," said Ross.
Anyone who has seen President Ross chatting with students and faculty in the dining
room at lunch and beaming
with pride at the school's annual commencement can
quickly understand that this
is a man with a mission and a
great passion.
"I feel very fortunate to be president of a dynamic institution
in one of the most beautiful and
thriving parts of the world"•

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sporll Editor: Stephanie Baker. Manqlna: Editor, Web: Michael Jacobs. Stall': Bambi Abbott, Jade Bere:r., Brittany Bialowu, Cry11tal Burdine, Jessica Clenuno01, Britt Oavill, Tim Devries,

Kaitlyn Hughes, David Hunter, lan Nahama, Elizabeth Masons, Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuela, Mara Shanes, EIY!Iia Sutherland, Tuduet:!lo Tebape,Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walab. Faculty A.dvllor: Myles Ludwig

Student Profile: Jean Nezviar , Sailfish Fried
Scholarly, Involved, And Dedicated
B\ I
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Back home in Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, Nezviar started the first
Student Government Association. He co-founded the organization and made the first
constitution for the association. He was an active member of the student government
throughout high school.
Jean Nezviar is a sophomore at
Lynn who is majoring in Bioiogy. Nezviar is an Honors student, and is CWTently running
for vice president of SGA.

Nezviar is looking forward to
today's elections, and if elected, he wishes to bring the gap
between the SGA and the rest
of the clubs in the school.

Nezviar is actively involved in
many different student organizations on campus. Currently
Nezviar is the president of the
lnternational Affairs Society,
the treasurer of the Science
Club, and an active member of
the Black Student Union and
the Rotaract Club.

"Each student here at Lynn
University plays a vital role in
what is going on; a six member board cannot make decisions for an entire population
of students when there are
many opinions that haven't
been heard," stated Nezviar.

Nezviar works on campus in
the library, and is the first male
Resident Assistant of the newly renovated and now co-ed
Trinity Hall.

Nezviar is a stand-out student
here at Lynn, and he shows that
it is possible to be involved in
extracurricular activities and
still maintain an excellent academic standing.•

Knights Grab 5-3 Win
H l
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Joel Burnett lasted four innings,
surrendering three hits and two
runs with four strikeouts and
two walks. Snow pitched solid,
tossing two scoreless innings
and striking one.
A four run second inning was
all it took for the Lynn University baseball team as the
Knights defeated Palm Beach
Atlantic ~-3 Tuesday night.
Nicolas Boisvert drove in two
runs, Brandon Mann extended
his hitting streak to 1~ games
and Chris Snow picked up his
first win of the year. Lynn improves to 23-9 overall.
PBA was up 1-0
after one inning of
play. Starter Joel
Burnett issued a
one-out walk, advanced to second
on a wild pitch
and scored a bat- ter later when Scott Jarmacko, wi12 singled to right field.
The Knights responded immediately. Harrison Lam and
Felix Martinez reached on
back-to-back walks to start
the inning and a soft single
through the right side of the
infield easily scored Lam.

Gerena smacked his team leading 12th double down the right
field line to score Martinez and
give the Knights runners on
second and third with one out.
Mann drove in the final run on
a ground out to second base.

Quatloos or COIIUIIellll?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnunivenity.Det

Your letter
couldbe rtured U. the

Nick Brown also pitched a
scoreless inning before the
Knights gave the ball to closer
Craig Sheets.

tory
No.2
positions
Ali Boeker and
Alex Schunk blanked their opponent at the No. 3 spot by the
score of 8-0.

Sheets struck out five baners
in only two innings of work
for his eighth save of the year
and 13th career save. •

At the top doubles position,
senior Dragana !lie and junior Leigh Shelton won by the
score of 8-2.

Knights vs. Lions

Weltz started things off in singles competition with a &-0,
(H) victory at the No. 1 position while Schunk lost just one
game in two sets with a 6-1, 60 victory at the second spot.

Women Win 9.0
~~ . "' ! .. l I) , !Tr, ' l ~o.,.

The women~s tennis team blew

by Lindenwood University today by the score of 9-0 in nonconference action.
The Knights blanked the Lions in
the bottom two doubles matches
and didn'tlose a point in four of
the six singles mali:hes.

Norkute remained unbeaten
this season with a sweep over
Roas 6-0, 60 at the third
position while
Shelton, playing at the
fourth
spot,
also blanked
Cirvecos (H),
Gedvile Norkute &-0.
Boeker moved to
9-0 this season in
singles with a &-0,
(H) victory over
Layton,
while
sophomore •. Katie
Klibanoff-Dombrowski finished o:.<~o ·
out the match with
a 6-2, 6-1 win at the sixth spoL

:loo>O-

The Knights will host Sunshine
State Conference foe Saint Leo
on Saturday with the match set
to begin at I 0 a.m. at the M~
Cusker Sports Complex. •

ll'lolle!

Girls & Sports
A Ccm1c By Justm Borvs ond Andrew Femstem
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Things I Can't Live Without
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Career Expo 2006
Students Explore Career Options
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.EdlW:
TOEFL Examination
When: 9:00 am
Where: International Center,
2nd Floor
Philharmonia Orchestra #5
When: 7:30 pm
Where: Spanish River Church
Cost: $25
Casino Night
When: 8:00 pm - midnight
Where: Student Center
What: Black Jack, Texas Hold
'Em Townament, and more
Who: Sponsored by RHA
Bonus: Free Jamba Juice and
changes to win $2,000 in prizes

Lynn held its annual Career
Expo this Wednesday in the de
Hoernle Spons and Cultural
Center. Students were given
the opportunity to get information about local and international business, and were able
to apply for full-time jobs,
part-time jobs, and internships
with these companies.

Sl1lu:llu
Men's Tennis
When: 10:00 am
Where: Tennis courts
Who: Saint Leo
What: SSC Match

This year over 90 companies
participated in the Career
Expo, which was a significant
jump from the 50 businesses
that attended last year.

Women's Tennis
When: 10:00 am
Where: Tennis courts
Who: Saint Leo
What: SSC Match

Because of this growth in businesses, the Expo was moved to
the gymnasium from its usual
position in the Green Center.

Baseball Game
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Barry
What: SSC game

Students came to this even

prepared, and this created sucAlpha Eta Rho BBQ
When: 4:00 pm
Where: Pool Area

cess for both the individuals
and the Career Expo.

"Sushi."

.5.luulu
Baseball Game
When: 3:00pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Barry
What: SSC game

'"Toothbrush"

Because of the extensive classes given by the Hannifan Center for Career Development to
prepare for this Expo, students
knew what to expect, what to
bring to the table, and how to
dress for success.

needed to be successful.
Businesses that participated
in the event ranged from hospitality services to financial
services, law enforcement services, news media, and more.
Each of the companies that
attended had representatives
ready and willing to answer
any questions and to work with
the students to provide them
with options for the jobs and
internships that they desired.
The Hannifan Center for Career
Development put the Career
Expo together this year, and because of their hard woric, many
Lynn students now have options
for internships and careers that
they did not have before.
For more information about
this year's Career Expo, including a last of business that
attended, visit www.lynn.edu'
careers and click on "2006 Ca-

The seminars and classes
worked with students planning
on attending the expo in order
to teach them how to dress appropriately, produce a well-

Resp«t, A Musieal Journey of Women
When: March 31, 8:00pm
April I: 2:00 & 8:00pm
April2: 2:00 pm
Where: Cuillo Centre for
the Arts, 20 I Clematis Sl,
West Palm Beach
Call: 561-835-9226
Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. Manqlng Editor, Web: Michael Jacobs. Staff: Bambi Abbott. Jade Bere:z, Brittany Bialowaa, Crystal Burdine, Jessica ClemmONI, Britt Davis, Tim Devries,

Kaitlyn Hughes, David Hunter, Ian Nahama, Elizabeth Mason1, A.Jhley Roberts, Brett Samuell, Mara Shanea, El)"!!ia Sutherland. Tuductso Tebapc, Icnna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsb. Faculty Advisor: Myles Ludwig

Wicked Wheels: Lynn's Whips Sixth Sweep Of The Season
2006 SM Cor Show A Success

Men's l enni!. Blanks Lindenwood, Vlin 9.0
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The Knights =eived outstanding perfonnances from the senior class from top to bottom.

The Red Bull Energy Drink
Team came to the event and
handed out free events to ev-

"We played well today and
some guys got to take advantage on their time on the courts
and prove themselves," head
coach Mike Perez said.

The categories for the event
were: Best Car, Best Truck,
Best Sound, Student's Choice.
Prizes were given out to the
winners of each category.
Each person who won in a given category =eived $100 on
top of their prize. The prizes
included a car stereo, a radar
detector, gas carda, a car detailing lei~ and free car washes
from Miracle Car Wash.

Adger Ellison
and
Justin
Cohen came
away with a
fearless 8-0
victory at the
third position
as they played
in their fint
I:Ur>On
match of the season together.
Moving to the top singles spot
for the match, Carsuzaa took
care of his opponent 6-2, 6-0
as Riegraf was also playing up
a position on the No. 2 court
picking up a 6-3 victory in the
first set as his challenger retired in the second set.
Azevedo won
6-0, 6-0 at the
third spot as
Tom Whittaker came from
behind to win
2~, 6-3 (10-6)
at the founh
position.

There were several categories
for entrants to compete in for
a variety of prizes. Students,
faculty, and alumni were eligible for entry.
Playing for the

EmGale!
6-3
fifth

firM lime ill !!It
top

doubles

spo~Regnier

C.J. Magale, President of the
Student Alumni Association,
said, "This is our second car
show we have had at Lynn, and
it was very successful. It was
great to see parents and alumni
attending our show, and we are
looking to make it even bigger
next year."
Those who attended look forward to seeing the "pimpedout" rides that next year's car
show has to offer. •

Azevedo and
Raphael Koehle were victorious by the
score of 8-6.

Tennis Represents
Tw~

'I

I

The men's tennis team swept
its sixth opponent of the season today by blanking Lindenwood by the score of 9-0 in
non-conference action.

Last Friday Lynn University's Student Alumni Association hosted its second annual
car show, which was called
"Wicked Wheels."

j

out
match at
the sixth position with a 6-2, 6-2 victory.

The sensational duo of Julien
Carzusaa and Dennis Riegraf
easily won by the score of 8-1 The Knights host Sunshine
at the second position as they State Conference foe Saint Leo
move to 12-1 this season as a on Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
McCusker Sports Complex. •
doubles team.
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The men's and women's tennis
teams were well-represented in
the Division II Fila Collegiate
Tennis Rankings that were released this week.
With both teams ranked fifth
in the nation, the Knights have
seven different players listed
individual with in the country's top-SO.
Headlining
the women's
group,
Vtci
Weltz, who
holds down
the No. I singles position
for the Fighting Knights, is
the seventh-ranla:d singles player
in the nation and the top-ranked
player in the Southeast Rgion.

Alex Schunk
and Gedvilc
Nodrule, both
in their first
season with
the Blue and
While,
are
ranked 30th
and 43111, respcctively, in the singles rankings.
1.orenm Cava leads the nat's program as he finds himselfas the fifth.
best singles pla)a' in the na!im.
Cava and senior Jan Macko
are also ranked second in the
nation in doubles action as
they man the No.I position for
Lynn with an 8-4 record.
Julien Carzusaa is ranked 17th
in the nation as junior Dennis Riegraf places 36th in the
country in singles action. •

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
Your letter
could be fea( ] ) tured Ia tile
!Pulse!
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